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When you climb on our orange ropes, you're recognized as a professional
who's serious about safety. The instant success of Braided Safety Blue High-Vee
demonstrates that clearly identified climbing ropes promote safety in the tree.
Now, New England Ropes introduces a high visibility version of our famous Safety
Blue three-strand rope and, for those who prefer a 12-strand rope, our completely
redesigned TreeLine with a new abrasion resistant finish and optional fleck pattern.
New England Ropes is committed to making the best climbing ropes possible.
That's why when your safety is on the line, New England Ropes comes through
with flying colors.
For
name ofyour nearest dealer,
please call or write us.

NEW ENGLAND ROPE S
23 Pope's Island, New Bedford, MA 02740
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If you are better
than the rest, be
prepared to justify
it,, bbut get patd ,I'or
it. Don't be afraid.
Beproud.
o ud. Find out
what is possible.

I

Do you ever raise the price of a job because of an unusual
risk, a special talent, specialized equipment, or because you are
licensed, certified, degreed or otherwise specially qualified? Are
your rates higher when you are very busy? Probably not!
I am sure that you would like to charge more and feel you
deserve it, but your competition won't allow it, right? Not nec- :
essarily. Did you ever hear of the art of what's possible?
The art of what's possible is the talent that allows you to accurately assess opportunities and proceed, achieving optimum
results and maximum benefits. I am not recommending that you
price gouge, but rather that you include your assets and your selfesteem in your pricing policy. Consider the following.
.
.
.
rates
. You pay higher workers
. compensation
.
.
. than other indus'
tries because tree work is a high-risk business. Shouldn ' t you
charge more for the extra talent needed to work carefully and to
.
avoid
any damage?
You project an image of being the premier tree service cornpany in your marketing area. Do your customers pay more for
your services than they pay a lesser firm? Your clients pay more
.
. .
for a Cadillac than a Yugo. Shouldn't they be willing to pay more
for the top quality service you provide?
.
.
.
Are you an ISA-certified
arborist?
Are you licensed
or do you
have a degree in arboriculture? Are your field personnel certified? Shouldn't you charge more than your competitors who don't
have any or all of these qualifications? Doctors do. The more
specialized they become, the more they charge.
It has been said that tree care professionals don't receive the
recognition, the respect or the prices they deserve. Whose fault
is that? It is ours because we let the competition set prices. We
have a fear of projecting an image that looks too successful.
Maybe some lack self-esteem.
It doesn't have to be that way for you. Many of your peers
have proved otherwise. They have learned the art of what's posstble.
As 1995 unfolds, try something. Take a dozen inquiries for
estimates. Price them based on what you know you are worth.
Justify the price on the basis of training, experience, professionalism, and most of all, on past performance. Let people know
about your firm's qualifications. You may discover that people
are willing to pay top dollar for top quality.
When you are busy, you may want to increase your prices ternporarily, not necessarily to regular customers but perhaps to new
inquiries.
If you are better than the rest, be prepared to justify it, but get
paid for it. Don't be afraid. Be proud. Find out what is possible.

o

Felix. Publisher

Copyright 1995 by the National Arhonst Association. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is
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One toll-free phone call—and
five minutes—is all it takes.
This brand new program from
Xlbiez lets you instantly coinpare what you're paving today
to what you could be saving
tomorrow. For the same-or
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top-rated insurance company.
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your high insurance costs. And
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8002726771
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Albiez Insurance Agency
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Taking To The Skies
Helicopters play major role in Oakland Hills firestorm cleanup

The pivotal factor in this firestorm was
the enormous quantity of fuel provided by
hundreds of dead eucalyptus trees - many
of them stretching more than 100 feet tall
- that had been killed the year before. In
1923, a similar freeze had killed hundreds
of eucs and precipitated a fire that decimated one-third of the City of Berkeley.
Over the years, the area had seen
numerouse other freezes and fires but not
severe enough to mandate a large-scale fire
clearance program - or so everyone
thought.
Although the dead and dying eucs were
prime contributors to the fuel ante, the
Monterey pine forests of the area became
flame food as well. Although relatively
frost hardy, the Monterey exhibits a host
of problems relative to fire safety. Five

By Shaw James Hazen
This story begins on October 20, 1991,
in Oakland, California, when an unseasonably hot and dry wind from the inland
valley reignited a brush fire. The severity and speed of this blaze were far from
ordinary and it became uncontrollable
within minutes.
Several factors contributed to this
firestorm, touted as the most disastrous
urban fire in U.S. history. The wind was
certainly key among them. Also, access
to the fire was difficult due to the steep
terrain and impassable brambles of wild
blackberry, greasewood and poison oak.
In addition, recorded air temperatures of
90 degrees decimated trees and fire fighters alike.
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years of drought previous to the fire had
stressed the Monterey stands to the point
where weaker specimens had succumbed
to the beetles, root failure, wind damage
or simple mechanical failure. One-hundred-foot trees would buckle and
collapse under their own weight. Even
the pines that survived these conditions
and grew tall and green fell prey to the
voracious appetite of the 5000-degree
firestorm. The storm was so hot that
whole green trees would burst into
flames within seconds and rocket flame
300 feet into the smoky fray.
The toll in every respect was awesome..
Within hours, the firestorm had decimated
2000 acres of wooded forest, including
3354 houses and apartments. Displaced
people lucky enough to escape numbered
around 5000, including 150 injured.
Unlike conventional house or brush
fires of an acre or two, the intense heat
developed by the firestorm caused it to
take on a life of its own. Fire jumped two
freeways. with a span of more than 100
yards each. Heat from the blaze drove
solid and burning debris miles upward and
deposited its ashes 30 to 40 miles away,
across the bay in San Francisco. Ash
rained down on Candlestick Park as the
49ers battled the Detroit Lions in a gray
shroud, 35 miles from the blaze.
The intense heat caused metal light
poles to sag and melt like candles. Enormous steel I-beams came to a tangled rest
on the ground. The contents of - fireproof"
safes were essentially vaporized and cement foundations were turned to powder.

rr
In 1991, OaKIdno. LiIlfornIa, suffered

what is

labeled as

the

most disastrous urban fire

in U.S. history. A reignited brush fire spread quickly, destroying 2000 acres of forest
and more than 3000 homes.
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Cleanup plans
In the wake of this massive tragedy. the

While helicopters are more expensive than conventional
logging methods, they are not limited by the slope where
they yard the logs.

city had to shoulder the burden of cleaning up, provide the victims with quick
relief and come up with a long-term plan
to help rebuild their homes and their
lives.
The long-range plan provided for the
cleanup. "burial" and revivification of this
forest corpse. The cleanup zone in question was steep, denuded and prone to
landslides. Therefore, strict criteria were
established to preserve the zone and reduce erosion. The cleanup project had to
wait, however, until federal funding had
been secured and sensitive political issues
had been resolved.
In June 1993, before tree cleanup efforts had begun. the city passed the
Storm Water Management and Discharge
Control Ordinance, which was written to
block the Regional Water Control Board
from penalizing the city for causing soil
erosion. The ordinance meant that the
responsibility for preventing erosion, as
well as the financial penalties, could be
imposed on the entities awarded the
cleanup contract.
More than two years after the fire - on
February 16, 1994 - contracts for the tree
cleanup were put out to bid.
Approximately 3000 large scorched
trees had to be removed within 40 days
after the contracts had been awarded.
About 1000 of them were perilously
close to local dwellings.
No roads or log landings were allowed
to be built within the cleanup zone. No
log skidding or vehicles of any type were
allowed. Protection of any remaining
plant life was mandatory. In short, no
heavy equipment could be used, except
on existing roads bordering the zone. Although many trees could be craned from
the roadways surrounding the zone, this
task was difficult since high-voltage
power lines around the area needed to
remain energized so as not to further in-

convenience the already harried residents. These lines also ruled out
extensive use of crane towers necessary
for high lead logging.

Helicopter plan chosen
This difficult cleanup, with its highly
restrictive criteria, is where the helicopter gains favor above conventional forms
of yarding (log hauling).
According to Randy Ogata. former coowner of D&R Helicopter in San Jose. a
firm involved in the cleanup, tractor
skidding is preferred by many timber
harvesters because of its low cost. However, these types of operations are
limited to terrain with slopes less than
50'/c due to environmental concerns and
new regulations pertaining to water quality and erosion control. Skidder
operations are limited where erosion
could affect lakes and other bodies of
water that support wildlife.
Another method of yarding is the
cable, or high lead system. Ogata explains. This system operates on slopes
that exceed the capabilities of the trac tor and was designed for clear-cut
operations. Although this system is
easier on terrain, it can be limited by long
distances and multiple pitches. Thus, as
additional environmental concerns were
raised, selective harvesting gained favor
for better timber management.
As the demand and thus the price for
timber increased, helicopters equipped
with turbine engines became more costeffective, Ogata adds. Lift capabilities
were increased, allowing access to timber that had been difficult to reach. While
helicopters are more expensive than conventional logging methods, they are not
limited by the slope where they yard the
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 1995

Increase Your Spring Revenues
ROOTSinc. has a promotional flier to increase your sales
to new clients, and enhance the programs offered to
existing ones. It will be available to arborists for your
spring mailings. The flier, pictured below, is a four color,
two sided, glossy piece that will fit, unfolded, into a #10
envelope. Available at cost or as a co-op allowance with
your distributor.
(Actual size 9 X 371,,)

BEAUTY IS ROOT DEEP
Your trees and shrubs are an important
investment and natural resource. Neglect now
will cost you later. The right care now will pay off
in years of healthy growth and gorgeous foliage.
That's why we're adding ROOTSTM Organic
Concentrate to our tree and shrub fertilization
program. ROOTSTM is a safe, natural product
that strengthens the roots so the entire plant
stays healthier and requires fewer chemical
treatments.
ROOTS TM Organic Concentrate was developed
with researchers from the Yale School of
Forestry. It contains a patented blend of peat
humus extracts, cold water kelp, vitamins, and
Continued on back

Call Chris at 800-342-6173 for information
Please circle 43 on the Reader Service Card
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logs. The only impact on the terrain is
that of the faller and choker setter on
foot. It requires little if any road construction, and reduces damage to
surrounding trees. Also, there are no
limitations on yarding distance except
for additional cost.
Labeling the Oakland project a "salvage operation," Ogata says: "I knew
from the first inspection that to meet the
erosion control requirements, the helicopter was going to be the only shot at
removing the trees. Tractor yarding
would be impossible due to the 70-to80% slopes in the unit. Cable yarding
wouldn't work for two reasons. First,
there was no way that a yarder could be
set up with the overhead utilities at the
top of the unit. Second, even if a setup
could be made dragging logs uphill, it
would only increase the erosion problem
they had on an already unstable slope."
With its anti-erosion criteria in place,
Oakland outlined the remaining criteria
for the bidding.
Other particulars of the contracts
stipulated that the contractor had to comply with City of Oakland fire area traffic
control and construction activity requirements and had to submit a daily log to
the city project inspector, to include location, species, size, quantity, herbicide
use (for Eucalyptus stumps) and work
performed.
In addition, the contractor had to have
a valid State of California contractor's
license, pesticide applicator license, pest
control business license and qualified
line clearance tree trimmers on staff.
Besides these provisions, the contract
required that 100% of new hires had to
reside in Oakland: 30% of work on a
craft-by-craft basis had to be performed
by minorities: 40% of hours on a craftby-craft basis had to be performed by
Oakland residents; and 6.9% of the total
hours worked had to be performed by
womer, on a craft-by-craft basis. In addition, the contract called for 30%
minority business enterprise participation as well as 20% local small business
enterprise participation.

The contracts are awarded
In May 1994, after bidding against two
other tree contractors, Golden Bear Ar borists, Inc., of Monrovia, was awarded
two contracts simultaneously. Totaling
$975,000 and $145,000, these concurrent
awards came on the heels of two other

BUCKET I'lli
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successfully completed fire cleanup contracts for Oakland.
Golden Bear president Brad Boyajian
began assembling his team of subcontractors for this monumental task. The nature
of the operation required a combination of
disciplines, including but going beyond the
scope of commercial arboriculture.
Heading up the subcontractors was
Treescapes, Inc., of Oakland, owned by
Torrey Young. A member of the National
Arborist Association and president of the
California Arborist Association. Young is

MAKE
THE CuT AND
TURN PRO
Vermeer Pro Series
Stump Cutter Teeth

Up to 30% more productive than regular
teeth! Precision-crafted of forged steel,
tipped with tungsten carbide. Pro Series
teeth have shanks that are thicker, wider
and stronger than regular teeth, which
means less bending and replacing. Once
installed, they never need adjusting. And
unlike one-piece tooth/pocket
combinations, when it's time for a
replacement, you only replace the tooth.
If your teeth aren't making the cut, go
with the pro. Pro Series teeth, available
only from Vermeer.

A log appears to be suspended in mid air as the helicopter lifts it from the rubble.

well known on the West Coast. Large. difficult removals are one of Young's
specialties. His company's phase of the
work - removing 500 trees and stumps
from residential areas bordering the work
zone - was executed with eight, ten and 50ton cranes.
Another key player was International
Environment Corporation, owned by
Henry Cespedes, a specialist in big tree
removal.
Once all the contractors got together,
Boyajian explained, they decided to explore the possibilities of airborne transport
of all felled materials. Boyajian said as

far as he knew. this method had not been
used previously on a project of this magnitude in a heavily populated urban area.
Still, he and the others felt that it would be
the most environmentally responsible and
would allow the greatest flexibility in reducing the effect on residents.
The unique part of the team was D & R
Helicopter of San Jose, and pilots Ogata
and Don Dawson. Ogata has been around
planes for 24 years and has flown helicopters for 13 years. He is also a certified
mechanic and flight instructor. Dawson
grew up on a ranch in Wyoming, where
he learned to fly as a teenager to manage

1-800-94-ARBOR
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Safety Equipment • Root Barriers • Fertilizers • Spreaders
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and much, much more PLUS...
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Brush Chippers, and Chipper/Mulchers

Califor our FREE 1994 Catalog
To Order Call (800) 94-ARBOR
or Fax/24 hrs (916) 944-4487
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the property. He has been flying logging he
for 13 years, accumulating over
12.000 hours of flight time.
Specialists involved in the overall
project included technical riggers; heavy
equipment operators for cranes, loaders
and dozers: customized logging helicopter with two pilots specially trained in
aerial yarding; a full-time helicopter mechanic; experienced timber harvesters with
weight scaling and heli-logging expertise:
choker setters familiar with helicopter
work: management experts running crews
of up to 40 and coordinating the activities
of the helicopter and six subcontractors:
and public relations personnel.
The project was extremely high profile.
controversial and emotional for the thousands of people that it affected. There were
numerous challenges with the public regarding traffic control, safety, nHc
concerns and environmental issues.
After huddling with his subcontractw
Boyajian left Monrovia for Oakland. Thre
thousand large Monterey pine and bloc
gum eucalyptus needed to disappear within
40 working days - that's 75 trees a day on
average. No material over four inches in
diameter could be left, and no erosioncausing activity could be tolerated, under
the penalty of $1000 per day fines. The
work began in August 1994.
Z71

-

The cleanup begins
Mechanical difficulties started on the
first day when a newly overhauled helicopter engine developed trouble. The engine

Brad Boyajian and
Torrey Young manage
the operation by wire.

was flown to Bell Helicopter in Montana
for service, but was back on the job
within three days. Near the end of the
job, the helicopter was again shut down
after a bearing in the rotor control assembly failed, but it was flying within a
couple of days.

The drop-off sites are watered down to keep debris from flying through the air.
10
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In retrospect, Boyajian would have preferred to have had an extra helicopter
standing by. Since that wasn't the case, he
shifted workers around to other projects
during down time.
More difficulties arose when a large, flat
tract of land bordering the work unit could
no longer be used to drop logs, due to the
progress of construction. The alternate site
was farther away and uphill and the new
flight path crossed a road and high-voltage power lines. The change required a
new flight plan and additional ground traffic control. The lengthy uphill flight
doubled the fuel bill and meant that log
loads had to be scaled back. Additional flying time required closer scrutiny of the
weather, which tends to be very foggy in
the San Francisco Bay area, and flights
were often held until the fog could burn
off. Also, a breeze was needed to provide
the lift for efficient log transport.
The new flight path went up and over
Grizzly Peak Boulevard. which at 1500
feet is the highest main artery in the entire
East Bay. The flight path also crossed a
park hiking path which had to be closed
for safety. At least six road guards were
needed to block traffic during flights.

The operation was an impressive spectacle and much of the work was visible
from the 8-lane Luther Gibson Freeway.
Onlookers often created problems when
they stopped within the safety zone for a
hetter look at the operation and there were
C\ cral traffic jams and fender benders.
Orchestrating events like admirals at
ca. Boyajian and Young engaged in the
art of management by wire, perched high
on a ridge cut overlooking the bowl-shaped
unit. Communication was handled by cellular phone and radio, sometimes with one
in each ear. Contact was with any number
of eight to 10 entities.
A primary contact was the pilot. Everything fed off him, from traffic control to
log loading to setting chokers. Flight time
in between fueling was about an hour. Refueling and simultaneously inspecting the
chopper took 10 to 20 minutes.
Meanwhile, the ground crew prepared
for the next round of turns, or cargo flights.
According to Young, the speed of the turns
was the most challenging aspect of the
work. Since the chopper alone cost approximately $20,000 a day, organization
and speed were critical. Logs and debris
had to be organized and moved fast enough
to provide sufficient landing/working
space for logs between each turn.
The pilot was outstanding," Young
says. "He had amazing control of lifts and
loads, and flew virtually non-stop for six
to eight hours on many days."
According to Young, the pilot used natural wind patterns to improve lift and load
capacity, thereby reducing turn time and
fuel use. Heavy loads were lifted by backing up and off the load downhill, and
taking a running start uphill, up and over
the ridge to the drop zones. Rather than
stopping to drop the load, the pilot came
in on a curve, touched the logs down while
flying over the top of the load and released
the logs while completing his U-turn back
to the removal area.
Maneuvering with ballet-like precision,
the pilot had to negotiate the wind against
the hill and swing his choker hook onto a
pile of logs readied for flight. That hook
was suspended from a long line cable with
a maximum length of 200 feet. Just as the
hook hit the ground, the choker setters
scrambled to engage one or several choker
loads with a total weight of 3000 to 4000
pounds. Two drop sites were used so that
ground crews would have time to process
and remove the material.
Prior to these turns, all trees were felled
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and bucked. F0LIr choker crews of two to
four men each communicated with the pilot. supervisors and landings at all times.
They worked like mountain goats on the
steep, charred and lifeless terrain. They
were responsible for carrying all their gear
and fuel in by foot. The chopper did airlift
in food, water, and bundles of 20 to 30 log
chokers to each station. Over 200 chokers
were used in this operation to cut turn time.
Debris too small to be safely choked for
flight was loaded into cargo nets for removal.
Crews of six to eight men, two loaders.
one bulldozer and a collection of dump
trucks and debris boxes were stationed at
each of the two drop zones. Logs were
bucked, handled and hauled in a flurry of
activity, anticipating the next turn just minutes away. Smaller debris and slash had to
he separated and hauled to a remote yard
for recycling. The drop sites were constantly watered to keep dirt and grit from
peppering men and machine in the rotor
wash from the chopper.
An additional site was required just for
servicing, fueling and storing the helicopter. It had to be manned 24 hours a day for
security. A mechanic lived at the site for
the duration of the project to watch over
the bird and its 40-foot fuel tanker.

The project is completed

Tree care profession-

als know "down-time"
costs money - that's why
more VERSALIFIS go
into the field every month.
Low maintenance, long
life, dependable service, and now 60-foot working height is
yours with the VERSALIFT VO-55! Here's your chance to get
the best aerial device available at a down-to-earth price.
Standard features include continuous rotation, start/stop, full
pressure hydraulic controls and more.
VERSALIFT ...your next aerial lift!
...

Write, call or fax
for a quick quote

...............

TIME
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

P.O.Box20368 • Waco,Texas 76702-0368 ' Phone 8l7-776-0900 *Fax 817-776-7531

The project was completed in September, a month after it began. The Herculean
effort was accomplished eight days ahead
of schedule amidst a flurry of mechanical
setbacks, weather contingencies and timing problems.
"The helicopter operation turned out to
be one of the most successful ventures in
which we have participated." Boyajian
says. "This operation is full of everyday
challenges. however, this team's perseverance and expert management-by-wire
approach resolved all issues prior to them
becoming problems The mission to get
the material safely off the hillside area
without causing excessive soil disturbance
was an unquestionable success."
Firestorms will no longer be a problem
in this area, but reforestation and erosion
control will.
TCI
...

Shaw ,fames Hazen is an arhorist and
photojournalist residing in Orincia, California, just east of Oakland.
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MODEL /-500-4

.

-lift ti?
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... 25 HP Kohler Command Engine .:: Stable Four Wheel
Stance -;: Complete Hydraulic Control Including Steering &
Compact 35" Width Fits Easily Through Gates
Propulsion
1" Thick Cutter Wheel
Shown With Dual Wheels Option
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MODEL 3500
Economical Tow Behind Unit Shown With
Heavy Duty Construction
Optional Remote Control

- - V

MODEL 4100-D
Big Cutting Power in
41 HP Deutz Diesel
a Mid-Size Machine Optional Remote Control

'

41
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MODEL 7200

L

•

...3..4
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72 HP Four Cylinder Turbo-Charged Deutz Diesel
Massive 1 112" Thick 31" Diameter Cutter
Engine
Wheel with 48 Teeth Unmatched Cutting Dimensions

T
MODEL 10600
-
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PROFESSIONAL
STUMP GRINDERS

0Cpet Knives eating upour
A request for help

Try J7pChipper Knives
Low cost, high quality knives for all models.
EAGER BEAVER BRUSH BANDIT 100/200

$23.40 ea.

7 1/4" x 4" x 3/8"

ASPLUT'DH, CHIPMORE, VERMEER
12" x 3" x 3/8"
$19.95 ea.
16" x 3" x 3/8"
$24.00 Ca.

1.800-221-5452
7 BonaazoI Ave. Hudson. MA 0174k

MA (508) 568-9292

7 9pj Ave.. Hudson,

owl749

Please circle 45 on the Reader Service Card

Forestry Body Builders Since 1944
Capacity From 12 213 to 35 Cubic Yards!
STANDARD FEATURES:
60" in Height
Double Panel Tailgate
3 Die Formed Corrugations
in Front & Side Panels
All Galvanneal Construction
40% More Welding for
Added Strength
High Security Lock Rods on Tool Box Doors
Chassis Available .

And More!

OPTIONS:
Removable Aluminum Roof • Dump-Thru Lift Gate
Customized Heights • Extra Tool Boxes

5cHz7z/oRF
TRUCK BODY & EQUIPMENT CO.

885 Harmon Avenue, Columbus, OH 43223
Call Tom Siefert at: 1-800-288-0992
Please circle 44 on the Reader Service Card
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1 have encountered a problem to which
I am looking for possible 'tricks of the
trade" to resolve.
I recently supervised and coordinated
the take-down and removal of a large elm
tree which had succumbed to the Dutch
elm disease. The tree was very large, tall
and proximate to energized conductors.
A contracted crane service was hired to
take down the tree. The tree, which had
one main trunk for the first 10 to 12 feet
and then divided into multiple (12 to 15)
columns, was taken down with relative
ease but then the problem was encountered. The final trunk portion of the tree
was approximately five feet in height.
When the crew attempted to make the final stump cut, they encountered a foreign
matter within the tree which damaged the
saw chain to the point that it could not
be repaired. Now, I am sure that some of
you have guessed that the center of the
tree contained a cavity which at some
point early in the tree's life had been
filled with cement/concrete, but that is
not all. The crew then attempted to make
a second cut a little bit higher on the
trunk, only to have the new saw chain not
only break but also damage the bar. Upon
whittling with an axe, the crew discovered to their amazement that not only was
the tree filled with cement but also sev eral large diameter pieces of rebar!
Here is my question to you and your
readers: Is there some method to remove
the remainder of the stump without endangering the lives of the crew members,
without damaging additional equipment,
and without costing the proverbial arm
and a leg?
Any suggestions or ideas would be
greatly appreciated.
Glenn P. Nadeau
Maine Public Service Company
Presque Isle, Maine
(Replies can be sent to Mr. Nadeau.
P.O. Box 1209, Presque Isle, ME 047691209) -.
Letters should be sent to:
Tree Care Industry, Editor
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031

Congress Forms New Committees
Understanding changes can aid arborists in monitoring legislation
By Brian Barnard
Like all small business operators, at-borists must communicate with
congressional officials on issues that impact the success of their operations. Topics
that hit home for tree care professionals
include worker safety and labor issues.
The recent congressional shift in political power to Republicans brings a total
overhaul of committee chairmanships.
Also, some of the familiar subcommittee
titles have been changed by the new Congress. Understanding these changes is
important so arborists can quickly monitor and act on legislation that will surely
unfold in the coining months.

Labor - Labor issues were previously
administered by the House Education and
Labor Committee. The new committee is
titled Economic and Educational Opportunities. and will be chaired by Bill
Goodling (R-PA). Key subcommittees
under Rep. Goodling's committee include
Worker Protections, Employer-Employee
Relations and Oversight and Investigations.

Worker Protections - OSHA The Oc-

cupational Safety and Health
Administration will now be under the jurisdiction of the House Subcommittee on
Worker Protections. Rep. Cass Ballenger
(R-NC) will chair the committee. Rep.

Ballenger is a husinessniaji who has been
praised by his peers for his understanding
of how government intervention can affect
small business.
It is likely that Rep. Ballenger will look
closely at a bill to reform OSHA. However,
unlike the OSHA reform bill proposed last
year, this bill will carry strong themes that,
as a Ballenger staffer was quoted as saying. "improve workplace safety and not
harass business."
The Worker Protections Subcommittee
will also have jurisdiction over other laborrelated issues including the Davis-Bacon Act.
Davis-Bacon requires that prevailing wages
be paid when federally funded construction
contracts are involved.

104th Congress - Key Committees
Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities
Size - 24 Republicans, 19 Democrats
Chair - Rep. Bill Goodling (R-PA)
Key Subcommittees:
Worker Protections (oversees OSHA)
Chair - Rep. Cass Ballenger (R-NC)
Employer-Employee Relations
Chair - Rep. Harris W. Fawell (R-IL)
Oversight and Investigations
Chair - Rep. Peter Hoekstra (R-MI)
Republican Members
Bill Goodling, Chairman. Pa
Tom Petri, Wis.
Marge Roukema, N.J.
Steve Gunderson, Wis.
Harris W. Fawell, Ill.
Cass Ballenger, N.C.

Bill Barrett, Neb.
Randy "Duke" Cunningham. Calif.
Peter Hoekstra, Mich.
Howard P. "Buck" McKeon. Calif.
Michael N. Castle, Del.
James M. Talent, Mo.
*Lindsey Graham, S.C.
*D ave Weldon, Fla.
*David Funderburk, N.C.
*Da v id M. McIntosh, Ind.
*M ar k E. Souder. Ind.
*Fr ank Riggs, Calif.
Jan Meyers, Kan.
James C. Greenwood. Pa.
Sam Johnson, Texas
Joe Knollenberg, Mich.
Tim Hutchinson, Ark.
*Charlie Norwood, Ga.

Dale E. Kildee. Mich.
Pat Williams. Mont.
Matthew G. Martinez, Calif.
Major R. Owens, N.Y.
Tom Sawyer, Ohio
Donald M. Payne, N.J.
Patsy T. Mink. Hawaii
Robert E. Andrews, N.J.
Jack Reed, R.I.
Tim Roemer, Ind.
Eliot L. Engel, N.Y.
Xavier Becerra. Calif.
Robert C. Scott. Va.
Gene Green, Texas
Lynn Woolsey, Calif.
Coarlos Romero-Barcelo. P.R.
Mel Revolds, Ill.

Democratic Members
William L. Clay, Mo.. ranking
George Miller, Calif.

Boldface denotes new committee members:
asterisk denotes freshmen.
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Employer-Employee Relations Rep. Harris Fawell (R-IL) will chair
this subcommittee addressing labormanagement relations and civil rights.
In naming Fawell to head this subcommittee, Rep. Goodling was quoted as
saying, "I have high expectations for
this subcommittee as we comprehensively examine forty years of laws and
regulations that clearly need review
and reform." The subcommittee was
previously titled Labor Management
Relations.

Oversight and Investigations This is a new subcommittee formed by
the Republicans. Although no specific
agenda is set, the oversight subcommittee is expected to address
labor-related issues including those
involving OSHA. The bottom line of
this committee's purpose appears to be
to look closely at the past 40 years of
federal programs to determine if those
programs are meeting their intended
purpose. The subcommittee chairman
is Rep. Peter Hoekstra (R-MI ).

Speaking Up
As a business owner, von may wish to
contact your congressional leaders. Address correspondence to a Representative:
The Honorable (name) United States
House of Representatives. \Vahington.
DC 20515.
TCI

Brian BariiardiS Go t'('iii/iU'/it AficiiiS
specialist tor the National Arhorist Asso(iat/011.

The
ALPINE MAGNUM

.1

Me CPody

ui2dcir'

INDUSTRIES, INC.

1-800/331-7655
704/482-1477
1840 E. Dixon Blvd.
Shelby, N.C. 28150
Fax: 704/482-2015

Please circle 46 on the Reader ci\ ice ( nd

STUMP CUTTING
FOR $3 OR LESS
AN HOUR!
Great Root Pruning Tool
Lightweight - Goes Anywhere
Cuts Smooth and Fast
Built to Outlast Others

* CALL *

ALPINE MACHINE
7910 Thornburg St. SW
Olympia, WA 98512-2368
Distributors Welcome *
Please circle 4 on the Reader Senice Card
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A WINNING COMBINATION!!!
+

p1.

SANDVIK

•

noman
assLxIaTes.

PHINCQ
IM.

FULL LINE DISTRIBUTORS OF
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
INCLUDING:
• NPA PROFILE
• SANDVIK-WINDSOR
• FOLEY-PLP
• ELVEX
• MI-T-M
• PLUS MANY MORE!

+

•Saw Chain • Guide Bars

•

• Harvester
Bars
• Accessories

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT JON OR BILL GRIERSON AT:
.+I4.

NORMAN PRINCE ASSOCIATES, INC.

-

840 Seneca Street
P0. Box 342
Lewiston, New York 14092

Call Toll
Free:

Please circle 33 on the Reader Sentce Card
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800-828-1142
(Nationwide)

800-441-4555
(New York State Only)

Fax: 716-754-4342

it

Changing handles takes
one tool and one minute.
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T STRONG. KEEP IT UGH!

MAU ff CUr C AN AND FASf AND EASY,

DESIGN IT TO REDUCE WORKER FATIGUE AND INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

Give us more cuts per hour, especially during
Iliuse last hours of long days at the end ofthe pruning
season. Give us a blade that we can replace without
taking apart the handles - one that holds its edge, is
easy to sharpen and simple to adjust The handles
should never need replacing but, if they do, it should
take only seconds and require no special tools.
By the way, make it unbreakable and guarantee
itforever.

high-density, glass-filled nylon that expands as it is compressed during handle mounting. Even given severe abuse,
these handles are almost impossible to break Given proper
use, they're indestructible.
The hand grips are designed for comfort and durability.
They're thick, to minimize hand fatigue. They're molded
of tough polyethylene and the bottom is extra thick for
longer wear when used to drag brush along the ground
and into a pile.
Our new aluminum handled loppers come in three
That's what you told us it would take to make the perfect
vineyard and orchard loppers. So we did it. And then some. models. A 21-inch version with a 1 1/2-inch cutting capacity
suitable for vines and shnibs.
Our new line of aluminum-handled loppers cut so
" And 26 and 32-inch models
clean, so fast, so easy and are so strong and simple to
with a 2½-inch cutting
maintain, that virtually everyone who has tested them says
capacity for tree pruning.
they're the best loppers they've ever used.
WARRANTY
Like all our professional
The blade cuts with astonishing ease. Long, to reach
tools, these loppers come with
into tight areas; large, to slice easily through mature vines
a lifetime warranty. If they
and branches; the blade is Radial ArcTM ground and clad
break, we'll fix or
with a tough, slick, three-layer
\Vv/
replace them.
fluoropolymer that reduces fricPeriod.
tion to a bare minimum. This
We're also backing these tools with a
blade requires one-third less
"Fast or Free" parts warranty. If your
force than a conventional blade
Corona dealer is out of replacement parts,
to make the same cut.
call us. We'll have them to you within 48
The blade is a separate comhours or they're yours free.
ponent. Changing it takes one
If you try these loppers, we think
tool and one minute.
you'll agree that they're perfect, or close
The forged hook is designed
to it. So we're making you this moneyto draw the material being cut
Self-au fling
back offer. Buy a pair. Prune with
closer to the pivot. This maxiPivot L1
them for two weeks. Use 'em and
mizes leverage and minimizes
abuse 'em. If you agree they're the
the effort required to make a cut. The hook's curvature is
best, buy more. If you don't, return
shallow enough to easily slip between dense, tangled
them to us along with a note telling
branches and support wires. Yet it is deep enough to hold
us what you think would make
the branch securely as the cut is being made. The sap
groove is deep and wide for improved self-cleaning.
them better. We'll refund your pur chase price. Fair enough?
The square-shouldered, right-threaded pivot bolt that
enables quick blade change is positioned so that the hook
For further information, contact
26-inch AL 6640
your Corona dealer or call us at
and blade open wide with a minimum of handle moveand 324nch AL 6660
ment— in other words, with less effort. And the same
cut limbs up to
2 1/2 inches thick
coating that makes cutting so easy also self-lubricates the
pivot action.
The Santoprene® bumpers, which provide a cushy rebound at the end of each cut, are located low on the tang
0
4D
well clear of the action. Replacing a worn bumper takes
only seconds. Tools needed? Your thumb and forefinger.
I
P
L
C
Our patented new handle design has astonishing
1510 East Sixth St., Corona, CA 91 - 19
strength. The thick-walled aluminum tubing is oval—
A Harrow Company
inherently stronger than round or rectangular stock. That
®
Santoprene
is
trademark
of
Monsanto © 1994 Corona Clipper Company
strength is then compounded by an internal wedge of

LIFE11ME

1-800-234-2547.

!

214nch AL 6620
cuts limbs up to
1 1/2 inches thick.
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What You Need On A Spray Rig
By Paul Wolfe
In order to increase efficiency and effectiveness, minimize environmental risk
and maximize potential profit, there's a
bit more involved to putting a spray rig
on the road than turning the key and stepping on the gas pedal. Effective pesticide
application relies on three main elements. These include the proper
components of a sprayer system, calibration of that equipment to assure the
system is functioning at peak efficiency
and correct techniques in assuring that
the material is correctly applied to the
target. Each of these has to work in perfect harmony to achieve the desired
goals.
When things go wrong, entire operations can come to a screeching halt. On
one nightmarish day several years ago,
we had two units dead in the water in perfectly calm weather during the height of
the gypsy moth season because each
crew had lost the cap that holds the disc
onto the spray gun. To add insult to injury, by the time we located the spare
parts, the wind had kicked up and the day
was lost.
From humbling experiences such as
this, I've worked with others in putting
together a list of necessary items to make
for a successful operation.

-

___________________

$LJ1r
Fin—

As these photos show, your spray truck should be versatile enough so that you can do
whatever procedure is needed on a particular property.

77

C

The spray truck
When putting together the truck, there
are a lot of components you have to consider. For convenience, I like my
vehicles to have an automatic transmission. They are more forgiving when
you're driving down the road, trying to
look at the contract to see where you're
going, trying to read a map and eating
lunch all at the same time.
18
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ND DTHER CHIPPER
COMPANY CAN CUT ff

-

Only one chipper company can offer you 25 years of
manufacturing experience. 25 years of engineering
refinement.. 25 years of satisfying the demands of
professional arborists. That's Wood/Chuck.
. .

.

What does that mean to you? We've learned that some of
the little touches we add to our chippers don't cost they
pay. We put a D.O.T. Certified-type fuel tank, mounted
in the frame on every chipper. Every metal component
is undercoated before assembly so rust can't start at the
metal joints. Every chipper comes with a spare set of blades,
electric brakes and a Torfiex axle that is guaranteed for
5 years.
--

JL
P.O. Drawer 400

Our engineering refinements have led to the development of
the most reliable chippers on the market, with a wide
selection of types and sizes. We won't leave our older
models alone --just wait until you see the W/C-17 in action.
We have a new Heavy Duty 9" disc chipper. plus the
Ecochip that chips and mulches in one pass. And, as far as
choice is concerned, what other chipper company can
support you whether you choose disc, drum, or both!
Now, we're adding new dealers all over the country to bring
Wood/Chuck quality right to your area. Once you take a
closer look at WoodlChuck, you'll see no other chipper
company can cut it.

LrJfjJ~Jll~J
-

Shelby, NC 28150

-

Phone: 7041482-4355

Please circle 54 on the Reader Service Card
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When detemining the weight rating of
the truck you need, the gross vehicle
weight is what you really need to worry
about. My truck weighs about 8200
pounds. A 1000-gallon sprayer weighs
about 3500 pounds. A 1000-gallon tank
holds 8000 pounds of water. You have
tool boxes, hose and hose reels, and all
the tools and materials that go with pesticide application. You'd better have a
truck that will hold 23,000 pounds by the
time all is said and done. I have seen
trucks that are undersized for the weight
they're expected to carry.
Your truck should be set up for the
way in which you want to operate. I have
always felt that a rig should be versatile
- one that will allow you to do everything
that needs to be done when you're on the
property. All controls and hoses should
be on the curb side for ease of use. In this
industry, travel time and setup time are
profit killers. If we could eliminate or
reduce these, we make more profit,
which is not a dirty word by the way.
My firm uses two rigs. The first rig
does a lot of tall tree spraying. It's set
up very nicely for that purpose, but it is
versatile enough to spray smaller material, and even fertilize.

The tanks
There are several basic components of
a spray unit. One is the tanks. My tall
tree unit has three compartmented tanks.
Each tank is about 330 gallons.
The engine, the pump and all the
valves are inside. I can close and lock the
doors at night.
The flexibility is key. I can have three
different materials mixed up in three different tanks using the same pump. I can

All hatch covers face the same direction to avoid damaging accidents.

have fertilizer in one tank, oil in a second tank and fresh water in a third. I
don't have to mix up 1000 gallons of any
one material. I can mix in small doses if
I want to, which again adds to the unit's
versatility. In addition to spraying out
large quantities of a single material, our
truck is used in IPM applications because
I can mix up small amounts needed for
individual clients.
One drawback of this system is that it
is possible to forget what is in each tank,
so I've placed identification on each one.
At the end of the day, the applicator
writes on a little toe tag what is in the
tank. Monday morning when we come iii,
we have an idea of what we have. This
is a critical step because the applicator
on the truck Monday may not be the one
who was on it Friday.

We have a 500-gallon nurse tank, two
50-gallon side tanks, and one 100-gallon
tank on the other side.
This unit has clear rubber hoses attached to each tank that aid in measuring
how much material was used on a job.
This works really well for about the first
week of the season until you actually put
something in the tank and can't read the
gauge any longer. We change them quite
frequently so we can gauge how much
material we're using. This becomes important when you have to fill out all your
paperwork at the end of the day.

Hose reels
Now the hose reels. Each unit has three
hose reels. I have them stacked vertically
so they take up less space. Two of the

ey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies

•

Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer
a complete line of top quality tree pruning poles and
equipment for the professional as well as the
amateur who wants a quality made tool.
For years we have made a limited line of pruner
poles for the large industrial users, and we feel that
if we can satisfy these customers on a nationwide
basis that we can satisfy
Available in threaded
anyone else

We have a variety of poles including white ash in
solid lengths; and also six foot sectional poles with
lightweight aluminum couplers. There is also
available a line of non conductive sectional, or full
length fiberglass poles for the electrical contractors.
Included you will find a complete price list and
order form for all pruner poles and equipment.

7j PEAVEY

MANUFACTURING CO.

P.O. Box 129 East Eddington, Maine 04428
12071 843-7861 - 843-6778 - FAX 207) 843-5005

S

Saw Head

Please circle 37 on the Reader Service Card
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PH4R Pruning Heads

or clip type couplers.
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reck are fitted with one-half-inch hose,
which is suitable for small to medium
size plants. One reel with 100 feet of oneinch hose coupled to 200 feet of
three-quarter-inch hose is reserved for
the largest trees.
Incidentally. the National Arborist Asociation publishes the "On Target"
series of videos that overviews spray rig
components, proper calibration and application techniques. In addition to
providing a lot of other good information, these videos explain why it is beneficial to use larger diameter spray hose.
Do you use fire hydrants to fill your
spray tanks? Do you fill at the office?
Are you sumping out of streams and rivers? Regardless of how you fill, it takes
time. My company fills from hydrants.
The filling apparatus is mounted right on
the truck. We can fill 1000 gallons in under 10 minutes with the hydrants. In this
and other aspects of the operation, I've
tried to simplify and streamline as much
as possible.
If you fill your rigs from hydrants, it
is a matter of public concern when you
pull up to the fire hydrant in a residential area, open it and start filling up the

If you try to determine the weight rating of the
truck you need, the gross vehicle weight is what
you really need to worry about.

tank. Normally, when you open a hydrant,
it hasn't been opened for a while. All the
rust and sediment that has accumulated
comes out of the pipe. If Mrs. Jones happens to be doing a load of laundry with her
husband's white shirts at the time (and I
only know this from experience), she's
going to come flying out of the house and
it's not a pretty sight.
I've also seen operators filling up their
trucks at 8 a.m. on the main road going into
the city, tying up traffic. This is not good
for our image. Pick a hydrant on a side
street, preferably in an industrial area. The
hydrants we use are just off the beaten path.
No one bothers us, and because our trucks
use them repeatedly, we know they are

going to be clean. It pays to drive an extra
mile or so when you run out of water to get
to a hydrant that is out of the public eye.
Two-inch diameter PVC fill pipes carry
the water from the water meter to the tank.
As an added precaution, all our trucks have
an anti-syphoning device - an air gap so
nothing can get back from the tank to the
water source.
The trucks have anti-rollover lids. If we
are involved in an accident and the unit is
on its top and the top is on the ground,
we're not going to leak. Thousands of dollars can quickly be spent cleaning up from
a spill.
I purposely have all the hatch covers
pointed in the same direction. If the 11-Lick

A0MI

D I ME

Front wheels
turn in allowing
the KAN-DU to
go through a
30" gate.

Compact enough to get into tight spaces,
big enough to take on any size stump

You KAN-DU large or uprooted stumps
• Designed by tree men for tree men.
• Self propelled — Fast walk travel speed.
• Except for cutting wheel, all work done with hydraulics — including steering.
• Cuts over 30" above ground & 24" below ground.
• Excellent stability for going over curbs, steps, & sidehills.
• Powerful 24 H.P. engine.
• Will out perform all grinders on the market today in all around grinding.

Don't say you can't, say you KAN-DU!
tac circ 25 on thc Rcadcr crvice Card
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goes under something pretty low and the
hatch lid is up for whatever reason, the
lid is going to be slammed down. If! had
them the other way and went under
something low, the lids are going to be
broken off.
The hatches all lock. If lids are left
unsecured, the owner is leaving himself
open to all kinds of potential disasters.
We lock everything up at night whenever
the truck is unattended.

Matching pump & job
Match the pump on your unit to the
type of spraying you do. My tall tree rig
is relatively simple. There is one 60-gpm
hydraulic pump powered by a 65-hp engine.
My IPM rig has three pumps and three
engines. It has two 5-gpm diaphragm
pumps powered by 8-hp engines. The
only reason I went with an 8-hp engine
is because it has an electric start. I

l
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thought it was much easier to push that
button than to make a crank pull. These
little pumps will hit 35 to 40 feet with
the Bean 785 gun on a one-half-inch
hose. The unit also has a 40-gpm diaphragm pump with a 35-hp engine for
larger trees.
A word on plumbing. It's very helpful when setting up a sprayer to have
everything at a level so you don't have
to get off the ground except to mix materials, and some new rigs even eliminate
that. It's a safety consideration. It's a
fatigue consideration. Clamoring onto a
truck 40 times a day to engage the pressure relief valves is wasted effort.
Quality spray guns are a must. I believe in having at least one spare of each
type of gun on our trucks. Although they
are pretty durable, they can malfunction
from time to time. It's nice to have some
spares on the truck.
There are proper and improper ways
to store your guns. I've seen trucks driv ing down the road dripping chemical,
with the unsecured gun just flopping off
the side of the truck. It looks terrible and
creates a negative public image.
Remember, we're all in the image
business and we should be concerned. If
one company has an incident, the whole
industry is painted with the same brush
Let's work together.
We lock our spray guns down on the
truck. We had a spray gun holster device
specially built for our units. The gun
slips in and is secured. Another way that
we have found to be effective is to place
the gun in the bucket.

Other considerations
Besides these major components of a
spray rig, there are many more items to
consider that are important to a successful operation.
Storage - It is extremely helpful to
have clean, secure storage areas that are
large enough to place all your materials
beyond the public's view.
Regulated items - On every truck we
are regulated. There are certain things we
have to have on the truck. Obviously, the
name of the company and the city from
which you operate. If you're crossing
state lines, you have to have a Department of Transportation license number.
In Maryland, we're required to have our
Pesticide Applicators number on the side
of the truck. Since we fill out of hydrants,

Biobarrier's guarantee is as impressive

The last resort to root control is losing
the tree. As tree roots begin to spread into

as its performance. When used in a verti-

unwanted areas, you'd like to avoid trimming the roots or, worse yet, having to

cal application around tree roots and
stumps, Biobarrier will provide effective

destroy the tree altogether.

root control for over 15 years. Plus, its
flexibility allows it to be cut, shaped or

And that's why there's Biobarrier®, the
.
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root control system that stops roots and

formed to virtually any configuration your

controls their route. Biobarrier is a fabric

site requires.
So when you're choosing a root

that has controlled-release

control system, there's no reason to

nodules containing triflur-

get stumped. Just choose Biobarrier.

alin, a non-systemic active
I

-

ingredient with a successful
track record spanning over 30 years. Plus,
Biobarrier is made with Typar®, a rugged

It's something your trees can definitely live with. For more information on
Biobarrier, call 1-800-284-2780.

polypropylene geotextile that allows air
and water to flow through while holding
the nodules in place.

1992 Reemay, Inc.

B10The
0 )barrier
Roots Stop Here.
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we have to have a permit. In our case.
the permit is issued by the Washington
Suburban Sanitation Commission. Also.
the commission inspects our trucks once
a year to make certain we have the antisyphoning device up there.
Depending on the compounds you use, the
DOT may require placarding or marking.
Certain materials we use require marking on
the side of the truck when they contain more
than 1 pound of active ingredient. Two materials that quickly come to mind are Dursban
and Diazinon. Your trucks have to be marked
for those materials.

I
I
I

We
have
the
answer

Florel®
M2EY
Lawn and Garden Products, Inc.

209/225-4770

If one company has an incident, the whole industry is painted with the same brush! Let's work
together to keep all of our noses clean.

A word of note. Stainless steel tanks
and magnetic markers don't work together. I found that out the hard way.
Any gasoline container with more than
one quart has to be marked and has to be
DOT-approved. It is advisable to carry
shipping papers of all the pesticide materials you carry on your truck. The NAA
has samples that are available to you.
We carry MSDS sheets and sample labels for all the materials that we apply.
You never know when you're going to
need something. Also, we only carry materials in containers with the
manufacturer's label. We don't use service containers.
Personal protective gear - Rubber latex gloves are the first item of gear we
put on when we get out of the truck. They
don't have to be expensive. In fact, we
use throw-aways - we use them for three
or four days.
Rubber boots are essential. Leather
soaks up materials. When we're out doing a pesticide treatment, rubber boots
are required. Ours cost less than $20 a
pair and are good for a season. Actually,
the odor eaters that we have to put in
them end up costing more than the boots,
because unless you change them regularly, clients will smell you coming long
before they see you.
We don't have to wear a raincoat and
pants, but first thing in the spring when
you're spraying tall trees on a regular
basis, the extra protection is warranted.
I prefer a full brim hard hat. The
Smokey the Bear types offer the back of
your neck a little more protection.
Tyvek suits are good to have. There
are certain times of the year that you
want to have this kind of protection. We
have two or three of these that are
wrapped up under the seats.
Respirators and goggles are important,
and may be required by the product label
when mixing and loading. It's very easy

Please circle 28 on the Reader Service Card
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for material to splash out of the tank.
I've also found it valuable to carry a
change of clothes.
A well stocked first aid kit is also a must.
Posting & notification - The State of
Maryland requires us to put a sign in
people's yards upon completion of an
application. This posting can be done either in the front lawn by the principal
place of access or where the material was
actually applied. I've always been of the
opinion that if I'm spraying a tree in the
middle of the back yard, posting a sign
at that point provides the most beneficial
information.
How many times have you seen signs
in January notifying of application made
in October? We make a point of picking
the signs up as well, even though we are
not required to do so.
We have consumer information that
we have to give to our clients. It includes
a list of precautionary statements for the
chemicals that we use.
We fitted our trucks with wind gauges
so after each application we are technically supposed to record how hard the
wind was blowing.
We also clock in at what time we get
to our client's property and what time we
left. If there is ever any controversy, we
can document when we arrived.
Other equipment - Every morning we
inspect our trucks before we go out. We
walk around them, we kick the tires, we
check the lights, we check the horn, we
check the windshield wipers, we check
the oil - everything that is required of us.
In the evening we do the same thing. We
fill out a little form and one copy goes
to the office and the other one remains
in the truck. We also carry the Safety
Regulations Guide Book with us. These
come in handy because you don't remember all the regulations. A couple of
years ago, I broke down. It doesn't happen often. I knew that we were supposed

to put triangles out but was at a loss as
to how close to the truck they were to be
placed. I thumbed through the book and
found information on where to place the
triangles. I don't think it made much dif ference but at least I put them out at the
proper distances.
We also carry a little certificate that says:
"Our truck is under a Programmed Maintenance program and it's inspected every
12,000 miles or once a year".
We carry a manifest on our trucks that
states all the materials that we have on
our trucks that given day. It lists the
amounts and the type of container that
they are in. The manifest should be
within an arm's reach for the driver. If
you're ever in an accident and the emergency response teams want to know what
you have, this little manifest can save everyone a lot of grief.
Cones are not required, but we have
them on our trucks. When we stop along
the street, we take them out and put one in
back of the truck and one in front of the
truck to let people know we're there.
A little strobe light on the top of the truck
could be helpful, but we do not have any
yet. I can't tell you how many times I've
been spraying street trees when along
comes Mrs. Smith, drinking her cup of
coffee, oblivious to everything. Try as I
might to wave her off, her car gets soaked.
Having some sort of warning light up on
top might help.
Spray rigs do get wet from time to time,
so I placed anti-skid devices, adhesivebacked strips, on all step surfaces of the
trucks. These things are great. Stainless
steel gets slippery, as any metal does, so
having some kind of strips on the side certainly reduces that.
If you stop on a hill, it doesn't take a
second or so to set wheel chocks. A lot of
trucks have built-in compartments where
you can put the chocks.
An extremely important document that
should be carried on each truck is a procedures manual. At a minimum, this
should contain safe operating procedures, details on spill control, insurance
information, tips on client relations and
emergency information. This manual
may take a little while to develop, but is
nice to have on the truck for routine operations as well as emergencies.
We also carry a vial of change. It can
be nice to have when you forget your lunch
money. More important, it's indispensable
when you need to make a telephone call.

bile accident. They fit in the glove box and
take your operator step by step through
what he needs to do.
We carry five gallons of fresh water
on our trucks. It's important for drinking and for flushing foreign matter out
of your eyes.
We keep lunches in airtight containers.
Small coolers are great for this purpose;
lunch boxes and paper bags are not.
We carry enough pesticides for one
days operation. There's no sense in filling that box with 20 gallons of
concentrate if you'll only use two.

Keep emergency phone numbers in the
truck cab. The sticker we use is available
through the NAA. It lists doctors, hospitals, the department of agriculture
pesticides division, etc., and our office
phone number - many employees never
call their own office and don't know the
number. We place our stickers on the
dashboard or in the glove box.
We carry spill kits that consist of absorbent pillows, flagging tape to cordon off a
spill area, and a shovel.
You should carry insurance forms in
case you're ever involved in an automo-

*GREENLEE
FAIRMONT

Branches too far away?

REACH OUT!
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• Up to 86-1/2" reach
• Smooth, fast, 13" cutting capacity
• Lightweight - weighs only 9 lbs.

S

• Hydraulic driven, quiet operating
• Insulated fiberglass extension tube
• Use with Open- or Closed-center system
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Electrical hazard awareness training is
not just for line clearance tree trimmers.
It's required for all tree workers -- climbers and bucket operators.
ACRT offers a choice of Electrical Hazard Awareness training programs to fulfill both OSHA 1910.269 requirements
for line clearance tree trimmers and OSHA
1910.331 requirements for non-line clearance tree workers.
We can train at your location, at the ACRT
Institute or we can supply our new, complete utility line clearance manual as a
resource for your own training program.
We can also provide testing and documentation service.
Depend on a training organization with a
proven track record. Since 1985, ACRT
has trained more than 10,000 tree workers.
For information about our EHAP training
programs, write, phone or fax

RAPCa_
CARBIDE
CHAIN.111111111

The ACRT Institute
of Arboriculture &
Urban Forestry

P.O. Box 219
Kent, OH 44240-0219
800-622-2562
Fax: 216-673-3205

Six years ago, I purchased several hundred
gallons of horticultural oil in 2 1/2-gallon
plastic containers. We now buy our oil in 55gallon drums then break it down into the 2 1/2
gallon container. This container has about a
3-inch diameter opening. You can empty this
in the tank in about six seconds. It is fast, convenient and easy.
You need various mixing devices.
Measuring cups and spoons are essential.
We have a little pan underneath our
filter. When the filter clogs, you open it
up and everything runs out. A small
roasting pan catches all the stuff.
We also carry pruning tools on all of our
spray trucks, such as hand saw, folding
hand saw and hand clips. A lot of times
during an IPM visit, there is no sense in
spraying the plant if you can clip out the
bug. That's my philosophy. We carry the
tools needed for mechanical control. We
also carry a sectional pole clip on the truck.
It makes for great applications.
A flashlight, soap and paper towels are
part of our standard equipment.
Our applicators don't claim to know everything they might see in the field, so we
put reference books in our trucks - an insect book and a landscape IPM book.
We carry a garden hose for washing
off and a tarp for covering up. How many
times have you gone to a client's property and you can't spray because the
family car is parked underneath the tree?
Don't leave the office without maps.
On our contracts, we cross reference the
job with a map coordinate so that the applicator can quickly find the work site.
Of course, you cannot leave the shop
without contracts for a day's worth of
spraying. On the contract we list the target pest and the target itself.
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WITH RAPCO
CARBIDE CHAIN
YOU CAN CUT
20 to 25 CORDS
WITHOUT
RE-SHARPENING!
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Paul Wolfe is the owner of Integrated
Plant Care in Rockville, Maryland. He
is past president of the Maryland Arborist Association and a director of the
National Arborist Association. This article was excerpted from the author's
presentation at TCI EXPO '94.

like
a
Diamond
RAPCO

WORLD'S FINEST!
INDUSTRIES INC.

SALES BY: RAPCO MARKETING INC.
P.O. BOX 5219
VANCOUVER, WA 98668-5219
PHONE: 1-800-959.6130 FAX: 503-255-4807
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We carry a small hand sprayer on the
truck - even our big trucks. If you have
to go to the back 40 and you only have
one or two azaleas, there is no sense in
dragging hose 300 hundred feet.
We also have a fertilizer gun on our
trucks, particularly in the spring and in
the fall. There are many times when the
morning weather is calm. Everything is
going great until the wind kicks up. You
may as well have your applicator switch
to fertilizing at that time.
We carry a complete tool box with ev erything we might need if we break
down. We have spare everything.
The most important part of your spray
operation is your applicator. Even if ev erything else on your truck is
substandard, I suggest that you have an
applicator who is trained, who is responsible, who knows how to communicate
with the public, and who knows what
he's doing with the materials. This person is going to save you more time,
money and aggravation than anything
else that I have discussed. Where do you
find such a person? That's the topic of
another article.
TCI
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Fishing PoleTechnique
By Peter Thomas and Glenn Riggs
Removing large trees in difficult areas
has been made a lot easier with ratcheting
lowering devices. Using one is like strapping a mini-crane on to the base of the tree
we are removing. The ratcheting device is
designed to either pull the line tight or lift
the entire limb up.
Height is important in lowering. The
lowering line should be crotched in the
highest, safest place possible to make good.
safe time. We have been using a method
which not only gives us good height, but
maximum strength up top. The technique
is for advanced riggers who routinely deal
with large, difficult removals.
We rig our lowering line through a series of eyes, similar to the eyes on a fishing
pole. The setup will be different on various trees, but this method enables us to get
the most from our lowering device and our
lowering block.
To make an eye, we weld two shackles
together, one on top of the other. Fiveeighth-inch pins work well. Make sure to
place the weld along the outside edge only,
and cut the ears off. The extra thickness of
two shackles means the rope doesn't bend
as sharply. We attach a suitable rope or
nylon sling to the bolt. Three or four of
these and we are ready to go.
When we reach the tree crown and are
setting a climbing crotch, we locate a suitable lowering crotch. We set our block at
the lowering crotch. Shackles are set ev ery three to five feet below the block so
that the last shackle is on the main trunk
of the tree, directly above the lowering
device.
We run the lowering line from the lowering device directly through the shackles
and to the block. The setup resembles a
large fishing pole, where the weight is distributed along the entire pole.
28

The fishing pole technique is for advanced riggers who deal with large, difficult removals.

Now we have a direct line from our lowering device, plus each shackle acts as a
safety to the one above it. If the top block
were to break, the next shackle would catch
the load. The load could still be lowered
safely. We can literally pick a tree apart
using this one lowering crotch.
We have been using this technique for a
couple of years. We never commit ourselves to just one lowering point without
some sort of backup. We (10 not use these
TREE cAR!: INDCSTR\ - FEBRUARY 1995

as backup when lowering pieces of a trunk
on itself.
TCI

Peter Thomas and Glenn Riggs are
subcontracting climbers associated wit/i
J.W. Bickers, inc. in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania. Each is a former ISA
International Tic'c Climber .c Jamboree
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Credit, Creditability &Your Banker
By Joseph Arkin
Few businesses grow and prosper without the financial help that comes in the
form of an occasional bank loan. One loan
may fill a gap in a firm's cash flow. Another will help support the expansion in
assets that inevitably accompanies growth.
Still another may finance the purchase of
necessary equipment.
Unfortunately, many business owners
fail to foresee the eventual need for bank
financing. Many others overlook some
important factors that influence a bank's
credit decision. Consequently, they do not
build a banking relationship that encourages approval when the need does arise.
Despite the old adage, banks do make
loans to businesses that need financing. But
those loans most often go to businesses that
have established the necessary credit and
creditability. A number of actions contribute toward those objectives.

Your checking account
First, recognize the need to handle your
checking account properly. As a basic requirement, you should not write checks
unless your bank account holds sufficient
funds to honor those checks. In a banker's
eyes, a history of bouncing checks automatically marks a business as a poor credit
risk. That's true even though a firm may
satisfy the financial standards that normally make a business credit worthy.
Incidentally, bouncing checks does not
remain the hidden concern of a bank's
bookkeeping department. In most banks,
lending officers review checks drawn
against accounts with insufficient funds on
a daily basis. Repeat offenders soon earn
undesirable notoriety.
Note also that a history of bad checks
reduces a firm's potential for trade credit

You should not write checks unless your bank account holds the funds necessary to honor those
checks.

consideration. Suppliers typically require
a favorable bank reference before approv ing a prospective customer's line of credit.
A history of bad checks stands in the way
of that reference.
Of course, handling your checking ac count properly is only the first step in
establishing a firm's credit. If possible, you
should go a step farther and maintain a
"reasonable" level of deposits.
That doesn't mean that you should carry
excess idle balances merely to please your
bank as a potential creditor. But a business
that carries a reasonable operating balance
demonstrates management prudence.
Moreover, deposits help compensate a
bank for its services. Larger deposits provide more compensation, and more
justification for a positive response to a
loan request.
The appropriate deposit level for a business naturally varies with the circumstance.
However, as a rule of thumb, a business
should maintain average checking account
deposits equal to at least 30 of its
monthly transactions.
Thus, the business that writes S5000 in
checks each month should have a $1500
average checking account balance. The
business that writes $10,000 in checks each
month should have a $3000 average balance. Banks look at longer term habits, so
falling below your average in some
months isn't a problem.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 1995

Interest-bearing accounts
At the same time, don't hesitate to invest temporary excess cash balances in
a bank account that pays interest. For example, commercial banks now offer
"money market" accounts that pay interest rates well above the traditional
savings account rates. Moreover, those
rates move up with the interest rates prevailing in the large dollar money market.
The small business now can earn inter est rates on idle balances previously
available only to large national concerns.
While providing your business with
interest income, money market accounts
add to the compensation the bank receives for its services. After all, banks
never intentionally pay more interest
than they can earn from deposits.
Moreover, accumulating interest bearing deposits - even temporarily enhances the bank's view of a firm's
credit worthiness. Such practices again
demonstrate sound management. A positive view of the business becomes better.

Developing relationships
In any event, handling your deposit
accounts properly is a necessary part of
the process of building creditability with
a bank. But it isn't sufficient. You also
should develop a personal relationship
with one or more of the bank's lending of29

ficers. That personal relationship with
the people - rather than the institution often becomes the critical element in the
bank's approval of a business loan.
Indeed, a personal relationship provides the foundation for the creditability
that makes a bank loan possible. After
all, creditability implies trust. And trust
grows between people who communicate
with one another. That leads to the most
essential part of the process that will help
you establish credit with your bank.
Thus, you should exert the effort nec-

essary to make your bank - i.e., one or
more bankers - familiar with your firm's
circumstances. And that process should
start long before you need a loan.
On one level, that simply means that
your bank should be familiar with your
operation. Is your business doing
$50,000 per year in sales or $500,000?
What are your major service lines? What
are your basic marketing strategies?
What is your background? How did you
get into the business?
In any circumstance, your bank must

Root Zone Feeder
Drills and Fills in One Operation
The new Webster TC-300-2
granular nutrient applicator makes
deep root feeding of shrubs and
trees fast and economical.
Put dry tree nutrients where
they're supposed to be. The unit

drills a perfect 11/2" hole and
dispenses 4 ounces of customblended nutrients at depth settings
ranging from 8- to 16-inches.
Reach up to 90% of the tree's
feeder root system.
One person can drill up to six
holes per minute. The unit

features a two-cycle gasoline
engine, 20-lb storage tank on a
heavy-gauge steel platform, and a
heavy-duty earth auger. Set up
time is minimal. No hoses to drag.
No liquids to mix. No big trucks to
park.
The Webster TC-300-2 can also
be used to improve aeration and
drainage in heavy clay or compacted soils. Fill hopper with
vermiculite or pea gravel, and use
the same drilling and filling
procedure.
This system is ideal for commercial gardeners, park managers, lawn maintenance contractors, arborists and tree care companies, landscape contractors,
orchards, and homeowners with wooded lots.
Dealer Inquiries Invited.
Sell the hottest unit
in the Green Industry
this spring.
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know the answers to these questions before considering a loan request. So
communicate the information before the
need for a loan arises. That provides time
for the bank to grow comfortable with
your firm's circumstances. Familiarity
makes a major contribution toward creditability.

Building a credit file
On another level, the bank needs the information necessary to evaluate your
financial circumstances. Consequently,
before you make a loan request, help the
bank build a credit file on your business.
That file should center on copies of your
firm's financial statements - i.e., balance
sheets and income statements. Ideally, an
accountant should prepare the statements.
However, certified statements seldom are
necessary for small businesses. At the same
time, providing copies of your tax returns
adds validity to the picture you provide of
your firm's finances.
In any event, the more information the
bank has on your business, the more likely
they will understand your concerns and
your firm's unique credit requirements.
Significantly, that holds true even
though your eventual loan request arises
from temporary financial difficulty. A bank
can accommodate a business encountering
difficulties when the firm has established
its creditability. The absence of that creditability makes accommodation difficult.
In most cases, you will find it easy to
develop a cordial relationship with a
banker. Bankers are eager to establish the
same relationship that you seek. In fact,
establishing the initial contact typically
represents the most formidable obstacle in
the process.
An introduction by one of the bank's
prominent customers remains the prefer able way to establish that contact.
Bankers tend to transfer the good reputation enjoyed by an old customer onto
a new one. Consequently, if a friend or
business associate enjoys good bank relations, ask for his referral.
At the same time, don't be concerned if
you lack a prominent reference. In fact, you
may find - perhaps surprisingly - that a
banker initiates the first contact. Lending
officers often watch for business deposit
accounts that deserve personal attention.
A banker may call on you. Use that call
to establish the foundation you need for
future credit consideration.

Think Detroit Diesel First
for 5-300 Horsepower
Detroit Diesel and its network of over 500 Distributors and Dealers offer
12 engine models in the 5-300 horsepower range to serve a wide variety of
construction, industrial, generator, marine, and related applications. A fully
dedicated sales, service, engineering, and product support team is available to help you meet your small diesel engine needs. To learn more about
the Detroit Diesel small engine program call 1-800-238-1888.
For 5-300 Horsepower, think Detroit Diesel first.

DETROIT DIESEL
CORPORATION
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As a final alternative, make the initial contact yourself. Introduce
yourself as a business customer whose
future needs may include financial
advice or a bank loan. Then outline
your circumstances. Most often, you
will receive a response that can be the
start of the desired relationship.
Perhaps you've noted a peculiar
omission from the process that helps
establish credit and creditability with
a bank. That is the lack of discussion
regarding the specific financial requirements necessary to qualify for a

TAMARACK
P.O. Box 370, Canton, NY 13617
1-800-858-0437

increase the potential for a positive response to any loan request.

bank loan. That omission is deliberate.
Indeed, a firm's financial circumstances
often become a secondary consideration in
the credit decision process. That doesn't
imply that banks make foolhardy loans.
Rather, it helps emphasize that banks tend
to respond favorably to business managers who demonstrate responsible
management practices and open lines of
communication. Those factors often become more important than financial
considerations.
Establishing creditability doesn't make
any loan automatic. But it can significantly

rci

Joseph Arkin received a bachelor' sfrom
St. John's University and a master's in
business administration from Pace Unit ersitv. He is licensed by the states of New
York and Florida as a certified public accountant and has written extensively for
trade and professional publications.
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ArborGoldTM Software - the Greatest Tool in Tree
Care Since the Invention of the Chain Saw!
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rebuilt 10/93

;;34,500

also have 87s Diesel for $31000

Handheld Unit
* Portable -4.5' x 7.25' x 1' and 15 oz.!
* Hand written estimates convert to printed
form on site instantly'
* Eliminates secretarial entry of job proposals!
• Allows map sketch entry of directions to site
and job layout!
* Downloads to office base computer!

Tree Management
Systems, Inc.
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(800) 933-1955
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CARBIDE TIPPED

STUMP CUTTERS
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C

HODGES STUMP NEW SMART
POCKETS
CUTTER
ECONO

R.H. ST. L.H.
STUMP CLAW TEETH

Timso

THREADED
STUMP CUTTER
#750122

I

B-11-C

LONG BOLTS

2',"

REGULAR (STD.)
B-I-C

SHORT BOLTS
1/4"
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STUMP CLAW
POCKETS

9

ROUND
REVERSIBLE
POCKETS

Buy from the Original Manufacturer

Border City Tool & Manufacturing Co.
Tree Farmer Log Skidder Detroit Diesel. 45 Ft
Anal Lift of Conn Ready to work
S25.000

23325 Blackstone Warren, MI 48089-2675
810/758-5574 800/421-5985 fax 810/758-7829
Now Manufacturing and Distributing "STUMP CLAW TEETH"
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February 7
Michigan Arborist Association
Insect Practical Applicator Training
Southfield Civic Center
Contact: 810-391-0030

February 21-23
Illinois Landscape Contractors Assn.
Winter Seminar
Lisle/Naperville Hilton
Lisle, Ill.
Contact: Julie Nicoll. 708-932-8443

February 7-8
S. Illinois Grounds Maintenance School
Gateway Convention Center
Collinsville, Ill.
Contact: Ron Cornwell, 618-692-9434

February 25
Long Island Tree Conference
S.U.N.Y. at Farmingdale
Contact: 516-225-1569

February 8-10
Illinois Landscape Contractors Assn.
Landscape Sales training
Willowbrook, Ill.
Contact: Julie Nicoll, 708-932-8443

February 28
Michigan Arborist Association
Disease Practical Applicator Training
Southfield Civic Center
Contact: 810-391-0030

February 14-18
NAA Annual Conference
Buena Vista Palace
Orlando, Fla.
Contact: 800-733-2622

March
NAA Job Estimator's Workshop
Contact: 800-733-2622 for dates, locations

14

March 1-4
California Interior Plantscape Assn.
Conference & Exhibitor Showcase
Irvine Marriott
Contact: Peter Herrera, 408-262-9299
March 6-7
Michigan Forestry and Park Assn.
Annual Winter Meeting
Contact: Ann Ashby. 517-482-5530
March 10
Landscape IPM Symposium
Washington. D.C.
Contact: Scott Aker, 202-245-5975
June 10
Michigan Forestry and Park Assn.
Tree Climbers Jamboree
Contact: 5 17-482-5530
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Asplundh Donates Lift To U.S. Forest Service Job Corps Center
The Asplundh Tree Expert Co. has donated a 1989 50-foot Versalift aerial lift
to the U.S. Forest Service Job Corps Center in Golconda, Illinois. The lift is to be
used by economically disadvantaged
young men and women who are participating in the Job Corps urban forestry
program.
The training center is operated by the
U.S.D.A. Forest Service and the U.S.
Department of Labor.
Executive vice president Carl Asplundh
Jr., who oversees Asp!undh's Equipment
Department in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, presented the keys to the truck to
Vocational Training Specialist Robert Williams of the U.S.D.A. Forest Service.
Washington. D.C., and Richard E. Abbott,
president of ACRT. Inc.. in Kent. Ohio.
ACRT. Inc., was instrumental in cur riculum development and promotion for
the federally funded program and currently
provides instructors for the trade.

Executive Vice President Carl Asplundh Jr. left, and ACRT, Inc., president Richard
Abbott, center, receive certificates of appreciation from Vocational Training Specialist
Robert Williams.
,

The Job Corps Center, located in southern Illinois, is one of 107 throughout the
U.S. and is currently the only one that of-

fers the urban forestry program.
The lift truck replaces one that had been
leased.
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TAKES THE STRAIN OUT
OF HANDLING LOGS
AND LIMBS!
Affordable!
Complete new unit for under $oOK— or
Loader and Body mounted on your chassis
for under $28K

Tried and proven! Over 3,000 units in use

CALL TODAY... 1-800-930-LOAD
Q uattt1 L?OldtflL Sqjttq 1 meht SiHCc 195S

446 U.S. 27 North • Lake Wales, Fl 33853
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NAF Receives Grant To Develop Computer Models
The National Arborist Foundation has
received a grant to develop computer models and related promotional materials on
the economic and environmental benefits
that result from maintaining large trees. Arborists will be able to use the models and
materials when preparing customer presentations. The $85.000 grant was made by the
National Urban and Community Forestry
Advisory Council, and the National Arborist Foundation is required to match that
amount. ACRT, Inc. of Kent, Ohio, will
develop the models.
Background - The economic and environmental benefits of trees have been
quantified, but the information is scattered among many journals and
disciplines. The study will consolidate
all the data and make it available to arborists in a form they can readily apply
to their customers' properties.
ACRT has already identified some
of the information resources as part of
its ongoing energy conservation research project in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. The urban forestry research
firm is conducting this study with the
University of Michigan, Detroit
Edison and Michigan Consolidated
Gas. Another source of information
will be the U.S. Forest Service's Chicago Urban Forestry Research Project.
The models will be based on three
major components:
Environmental and aesthetic benefits
- From location, size and condition of a
tree, an arborist will be able to determine
energy savings due to heating and cooling
effects: the tree's impact on property values: air pollution filtration and absorption
rate: storm water runoff reduction: carbon
dioxide sequestering, storage and avoidance; oxygen production; noise reduction:
and aesthetic and wildlife contributions to
the quality of life.
Economic conversion - By processing
the environmental and aesthetic benefits
listed above, an economic, as well as societal, value can be determined. In some
cases, the environmental benefits will be
converted to everyday terms, such as relating the amount of oxygen produced by
a certain size tree to the amount of oxygen
used by the average person.
Maintenance costs - Such maintenance categories as fertilization.

mulching. pruning, pest management,
cabling and bracing, watering, leaf
cleanup and disposal, and the impact
of tree maintenance on the overall
property will form the basis for this element of the model. This will guide the
arborist when formulating and costing
out recommendations. Changes in the
benefits and costs as a tree matures
will allow the tree owner to visualize
the long-term impact of tree maintenance costs in relation to the benefits
produced during the same period.
Two models will be developed. Each
of the two models will have regional
specific options for the user. One of
the models will be an individual tree
model, in which arborists can input
data for individual trees. The other will
be for all trees on a property.
The project is expected to take two
years. When complete, arborists will have
a number of options for accessing the data.

Funding - The NAF Trustees recently
sent out a special mailing to NAA Active
and Associate members as well as other organizations, asking for donations to this
project. The Massachusetts Arborists Association has already thrown its support
behind the project with a check for $5000.
Other contributors are Madison Tree Ser vice, Cincinnati. OH and McFarland
Landscape Services, Inc.. Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
If you have any questions about a donation to this project. or would like more
information about the project itself, there
are two numbers you may call. You can
contact NAF Chairman Richard Proudfoot
directly at 1-800-635-4294, or call NAA
at 1-800-733-2622.
The NAF is the research and educational
arm of the National Arborist Association.
ACRT. established in 1985. is an employee-owned professional services firm
serving arboriculture and urban forestry.

The A
' rbortech
Difference
Arbortech quality
• Rust resistant galvanneal
steel
• 3 year No Rust or Bust"
Warranty
• Polyurethane finish paint
* Abrasion resistant coal
tar epoxy interior
Arbortech flexibility
• Professional line of forestry
packages to enhance your
company's image
• Light duty and medium
duty packages; 9' to 16'
• L-boxes, 1-boxes
• Numerous options
Arbortech availability
• Chassis pool units
• Various packages in stock
for quickturnaround
Arbortech value

.
-

..

------

PM
-k-M1, r_
A RIBORTECH I
3203 West Lincoln Way • Wooster, Ohio 44691

800-255-5715
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Mid Dakota Corp. has recently introduced a
conical earth auger as an accessory to the
Dakota Hand tree spade. The tree spade
system can be easily removed by lifting it
off the guide posts and the earth auger can
then be installed. The guide posts contain
single acting hydraulic rams. A scale on the
left guide post indicates the exact size of the
rootball to be dug. The Dakota Hand will dig
a variable size rootball from 16 to 28 inches
in diameter in five to 10 minutes, depending on soil conditions and the size of the
rootball. Mid Dakota Corporation, Garrison
Industrial Park, Box 728, Garrison, ND
58540. Phone: 800-327-7154.

Inject-A-Cide AV insecticide, a non-restrictive, full-season insecticide that has shown
outstanding control of tree pests when applied in the low dose Mauget Micro Injection
System, has been registered by the Environmental Protection Agency. The product
is a major advancement for arborists concerned about applicator safety, control of
harmful insects and the environment. InjectA-Cide AV is registered for the control of
spider mites (except conifers), leaf miners,
elm leaf beetle, sycamore lace bug and fall
webworm. J.J. Mauget Company, 2810
North Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, CA
90065. Phone: 213-227-1482.

Saisco, Inc., the leader by design, introduces
its newest hydraulic feed disc chipper, capable of chipping and shredding 9-inch
diameter wood. Extra wide infeed chute, 360
degree swivel chute, no tools required.
Approx. weight 4600 pounds. Engine options include Wis-Con, Ford, Perkins, John
Deere or Deutz. Optional engine covers and
vandalism kits available for most engine
models. Other products manufactured by
Saisco: chipper shredder, vacuums, 3-point
hitch chippers, debris blowers, tailgate and
truckloader vacs. Salsco, Inc., 105 School
House Road, Cheshire, CT 06410. Phone/
FAX: 800- 872-5726.
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WINTER
PROMOTION
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Save Over $1,000!

il

On Splitters & Conveyors
LIMITED TIME OFFER
Call Jor details:

East Hill Manufacturing Corporation
166 Spruce Street, Box 6265
Rutland, VT 05702
Days - (802) 773-0199
Evenings - Call Ray (802) 484-7204

NEWLY IMPROVED COMMERCIAL SPUTTERS:
• Boxed-in beams
• Larger hydraulic tanks with baffles
• Reinforced anchors on push blocks
• Hammerite high gloss paint
• Chrome breather twist lock hydraulic tank caps • Larger fuel tank (model 106)
• Larger custom made cylinders (model 106)

Regional Contacts: [)iv or Niht
NEW ENGLAND

MIDWEST

MIDATLANTIC

Hollie Wood Enterprises Carl Neutzel Services Inc. Brownwood Supply
Columbus, OH
Whitehall, MD
Norton. MA
(614) 443-1821
(410) 329-6791
(508) 222.9350

Manufactured by East Hill Manufacturing Corp., distributed by Ho(lie
Wood Enterprises, Carl Neutzel Services and Brown wood Supply.

(LL voR Ft RTFi1-ii 1\FORMAfl(i\ Mill FRF.r DFMOOTRATION
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EAST

Hia

MANLEkCTURING CORP.
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To really be prepared to do business in the 21St
Century -- just a few years from now -- perhaps you
should hire a cutting edge team of marketing, legal,
and financial consultants. Or, join the National
Arborist Association. We've done the hiring for you.
NAA experts have already developed free or low
cost programs that offer:

Safety and Technical

Liabilr

Training
_________________
Management Projra......... National Publicity

Federal

Marketing and Adveril
Employer Certification

P,ers are ready for the future with inside
on on everything from plant health care to
p ever-increasing government regulations
ng for the future.
rs can network with other, noncare companies -- large and small --

C

to get their peers' point of view on everything from
pruning ornamentals to cutting overhead; from haggling sales to negotiating contracts. We're even developing an on-line bulletin board to facilitate computer networking among members and our staff.
When you're in business, you can count on only one
thing: nothing stays the same. To stay competitive,
care companies must plan for next year and the
century. And the NAA should be a big part of
r plans. Join today for just
first year.
the NAA to wçr
for the 21sj'.

The National Arborist Association
p0. Box 1094
herst NH 03031-1094
Arboriculture into the 21st Century.

V & B Manufacturing Company now provides more tool options plus year-round
capability with its recently expanded line
of Groundbreakers® landscaping tools.
All tools feature corrosion-resistant ductile iron tool heads and seasoned hickory
handles. In addition to the full-size 36-inch
Groundbreakers, the company also offers
the lighterweight Handy Mattock series
plus a new 16-inch Mini-Tiller for onehanded work. These tools, originally
designed for sod busting, digging, clearing, weeding and planting, can also be
used for clearing snow and ice and fall
and spring cleanup. V & B Manufacturing
Company, P.O. Box 268, Walnut Ridge,
AR 72476. Phone: 800-443-1987.

Mycorrhizae treatments can benefit trees.
For almost a century, scientists have
known that trees cannot flourish, or in
some cases survive, alone. Mycorrhizae
(Greek for fungus root) are fine feeder
roots that have been colonized and modified by beneficial fungi. Research shows
that mycorrhizae can more readily absorb
soil nutrients, take up more water, protect
against disease, increase the longevity of
the root function and increase trees' tolerance to stress. Trees in urban settings
may be deficient in mycorrhizae. Mycorrhizal fungi for select trees can now be
introduced to promote tree health. The
Doggett Corporation, 30 Cherry St., Lebanon, NJ 08833. Phone: 800-448-1862.

Vermeer's 625 brush chipper is a disc-style
chipper for use by rental centers, commercial tree service firms, landscape and lawn
care operations, golf courses, municipalities and public works departments. Safety
features include a 64-inch feed table for
more distance from the cutting action, and
a discharge chute that rotates 240 degrees
to direct chips away from the operator.
Vermeer's exclusive automatic-teed sensor
system means fewer jams and reduced engine stress because it automatically
monitors and controls feed roller speed by
sensing engine load. The 625 is built to
handle brush and debris up to six inches in
diameter. Vermeer Manufacturing Company, P.O. Box 200, Pella, IA 50219. Phone:
800-829-0051.
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EA GLE 44
FM

Trailer Mounted Aerial Lift
* 25 Ft. Side Reach
* 44 Ft. Working Ht.
* Automatic Bucket
* 3600 Continuous Rotation
Leveling
* Optional 110 V. Outlet At Bucket
* Optional Hydraulic Tool Circuit at Bucket
Outstanding portability for your maintenance needs. Avoid the
expense of owning and licensing a truck mounted lift. Keep
your truck free for other work.

For Additional Information, Call
1(800)824-9776
Financing Available
Call For Details

EA GLE LIFT

AmeriQuip

'

:

1480 Arrow Hwy., La Verne CA 91750
(909) 392-2033 Fax (909) 392-4651
Please circle 6 on the Reader SerN ice Card
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HELP WANTED

Climbers/arborist trainees. Arbor Care is

Arborist/manager - Growth minded, responsible, individual to run and expand $500K
division in Northeast. Experience in areas of
arbor care sales and division management.
Base salary plus commissions, vehicle and
benefits. Send your track record to TCI Box
IT, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031.

Searching for the right employee? Time for
a new position? Florapersonnel is in its second
decade serving the key employment needs of
the tree care industry, all aspects of ornamental horticulture and allied trades. Confidential.
Florapersonnel, Inc., 2180 W. State Rd. 434,
Suite 6152, Longwood, FL 32779-5013. Phone:
407-682-5151; FAX: 407-682-2318.
Swingle Tree Company, a leader in tree
care since 1947, is looking for arborists and
plant health care technicians. Are you looking for a drug-free work environment that
provides health/dental, disability, pension
plan and paid holidays/vacations? We provide a career track with education in CPR,
First Aid, EHAP, NAA standards and a progressive compensation plan with bonuses.
Our equipment is state-of-the-art, our people
are the best in the business. Put your career
on the right track, join the Swingle Team.
Send resume with references to Tom
Tolkacz, Swingle Tree Company, 8585 E.
Warren Ave., Denver, CO 80231.

looking for career-minded, motivated individuals, with an eye for quality, interested in
relocating to southwest Florida. We offer career advancement, a benefits package &
more. Please send resume to Arbor Care,
8000 Fruitville Road, Sarasota, FL 34240.
Phone: 813-371-3644; FAX: 813-371-5228.
EOE by choice & a drug-free workplace.

Relocate to Hawaii and work year-round.
We are an established tree company seeking an arborist with climbing experience that
includes rigging, pruning, shaping and working around utility lines. Aerial bucket truck
experience is also required. Pay is based on
experience with an excellent opportunity to
advance to a supervisory position. Benefits
include paid medical, dental, federal holidays,
vacation, 401 (k), and profit-sharing. Send
resume with salary history and employment
references to: Jacunskis Complete Tree Service, Inc., P.O. Box 4513, Hilo, Hawaii 96720.
Climber/foreman. Established tree care company looking for top climber/foreman (5 yrs. mm .
experience). Must have experience in time
management, crew supervision and equipment
maintenance. Class B CDL, arborist certification a plus. Excellent compensation, benefits,
incentives to the right person. Send resume and
salary requirements to: Quality Brush & Stump
Removal, 2615 Upper Afton Rd., Maplewood,
MN 55119. Phone: 612-735-4403.

Yale Cordaqe Factor

Splices are

Experienced tree care professionals. Fast
growing. quality oriented company in the Chicago North Shore looking for top-notch foremen
to manage crews, equipment and shop. Ideal
candidates will have a minimum of 3 years experience, CDL and strong desire to achieve.
Excellent compensation & benefits package.
Please send resume and contact the Kinnucan
Company, 28877 Nagel Ct.. Lake Bluff. IL
60044. Phone: 708-234-5327.

C

C

- ii::

We
have
the
answer

CERTIFIED SAFi

Let the company you trust to make your climbing ropes supply
your fabricated slings as well. Yale Cordage is a leading
supplier of spliced rope products and manufactures a
complete line of arborisi ropes. To learn more about
Yale fabricated products for arborists, request our
publication #rC1-10 10. For the name of your local
distributor call, write or FAX toll-free:

YALE
CORDAGE

Florel@
M2E®
-44

-

100 Fore Street, Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 774-9253

FAX:1u800u255u9253r

.

Lawn
and
Garden
Products, Inc.

209/225-4770

l...
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Salesperson, climbing arborist, IPM tech-

nician. Collier Arbor Care, since 1937. An
industry leader in arboriculture. Positions
available for outstanding individuals with minimum of two years horticultural experience.
Horticultural degree a plus. Candidates must
be committed to highest industry standards
of workmanship, safe work practices and customer service. Excellent communication
skills, sales ability. Excellent benefit package.
Salary commensurate with experience. Send
resume to 9032 Southeast Division Street,
Portland, OR 97266. Phone: 503-774-9642.

Landscape operations manager. Industry
leader, full service firm seeks self-motivated
individual w/mgmt exp. to lead dept. (mm. 4
yrs. exp). Degree or similar a must and working knowledge of all landscape maint.
operations, tree trimming, disease & pest
control, personnel, client relations, sales, and
quality control. Spanish and computer literate helpful. Must be ambitious, organized and
have a take-charge attitude. Excellent salary
and benefit pkg. For confidential consider ation send resume w/salary history to:
Panoramic Landscape Management Co.,
1470 Industrial Dr., Itasca, IL 60143. Phone:
708-285-0300; FAX: 708-285-0304.

Operations manager. Green industry experi-

ence required. Outstanding growth opportunity
for a confident, detail-oriented team player who
will be the right (and left) hand to our VP operations in managing field personnel, fleet and
equipment, field scheduling, quality control, profitability. Exceptional compensation & benefits
package. FAX or send resume to 914-6665843/HR Dept., SavATree, 360 Adams St.,
Bedford Hills, NY 10507. EOE.
Arborist/climber/crew chief for Indianapo-

lis area co. serving affluent residential
customers, 5 yrs. min exp. Send resume:
Michael's Tree Service, P0 Box 377,
Zionsville, IN 46077.

WE ARE MORE
THAN JUST

CHEMICALS...
J.C. EHRLICH
CHEMICAL
COMPANY
MEANS:

•
•

INSECTICIDES
FUNGICIDES

I REPELLENTS
I INSECT ELECTROCUTORS

•
•
•
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ATTENTION: STUMP GRINDERS and BRUSH CHIPPER USERS
For Brush Chippers:

For Stump Grinders

SPRAYERS

• LIVE CAGE TRAPS

ILE0
Call today for
competitive pricing
on your next order.

800
4889495

-- '

-i-;-----------
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610-372-9700
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MADE
IN
USA

Jeeth.

LS

i

Since /832

5i,'ue 1945

4
/
Limb-inator

J.C. Ehrlich Chemical Co., Inc.
500 Spring Ridge Drive
Reading, PA 19612

. Knifeiblades
• Bedknifesansils
• For disc and
drum machines
Resharpening for bIadesansiIs

• 1/2" x 112' regular teeth with
round or square carbide teeth
• 1/2" x 3/4' "TufT" round carbide teeth
Pockets bolts oreenwheels & aerssor pc

-

Yo,r one source for
Kr.ives and Teeth...

Call:
1-800-537-2552
We cecepi Visa. Master Card
aid American Express

LEONARDI
LEONARDI MFG. CO ., INC.' 272$ ERIE DRIVE' WEEDSPORT, N.Y. 13166' (315) 8344611'
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FAX (315) 834-9220

What is common sense

is also the law. OSHA Standard 1910.331 states that

training to any tree care employee working within 1 0 feet 4 an energized electrical conductor. And that is just the first of several
regulations with which you may have to comply. ANSI Zi 33.1-1994 dictates very specific training and operations regulations.
Plus, there's a new OSHA standard, 1910.269 which takes effect January 31, 1995. It makes sense - both business sense and
common Sense - to meet these requirements. But how?

NAA Training Makes Sense.

The National Arkorl,t.As,(,cMtion has
done much of die work for you! Our
Electrical Hazards Awareness Program offers you a simple, economical and practical way to give your employees the training
they need. This program enables you to comply with OSHA 1910.331 and ANSI Z133.1-1994, and starts you on your way to
compliance with OSHA 1910.269.
Like all NAA Training Materials, Electrical Hazards Awareness is easy to use and easy to apply. The program is self paced, to
Put your employees in control of meeting their own goals, and presented by you, to keep you in control of your business.
For more information about EHAP, or any NAA program, or to order, call our toll-free hotline, or send/fax the coupon below.

C#)
-—

I

National Ailiorist Association

1-800-733-2622

P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094
Fax: (603) 672-2613

———————————————————————————————————————————

—

I

'

i m ready to provide my personnel with training in Electrical Hazards Awareness.

I

0

interested in the EHAP program. Please send additional information.

Send MeEHAP Programs for
enrollees, at $ _______each*. Enclosed is $
i Bill my Mastercard Visa Number: Exp. Date:
Contact/Credit Card Holder Name:
Company Name:
i Address:
Phone:
City:
State:
Zip:
Please send me membership information.
I

Please mail with payment or fax with credit card information to:
The National Arborist Association
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094 - Phone: 1-800-733-2622; FAX: 1-603-672-2613
--

I

-

-1

*RETAIL: $135.00 per enrollee; MEMBER DISCOUNT PRICE: $85.00 per enrollee. It ordering, please include a list of enrollees.
I'Ieac cii'cic 31
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Attn. professional tree persons: Tired of the
cold? Palm Beach County's tree health professionals are looking for motivated,
knowledgeable people. If you are thinking of
moving to SE Florida, give us a call. CDL a plus.
Drug-free workplace. 407-968-1045.

Plant healthcare. Well respected tree care firm
in the Philadelphia suburbs seeks a motivated
person for pest management. A degree in
arboriculture or a related field is required. Excellent opportunity. Send resume to John B.
Ward & Co., Inc., 135 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Wayne, PA 19087.

Apprentice- Full service arboriculture company
seeks an assistant account manager. Excellent
opportunity for individual with horticultural background. Send resume with salary requirement
to: CCS, 2000 Oakland Road, San Jose, CA
95131, or FAX to 408-321-8812.

Sales manager for tree service in central New
Jersey. Minimum 2 years experience in tree
service sales. Some experience desirable as
lead sales man or sales manager, with responsibility for selling as well as supervising jobs.
Must be fully trained in arboriculture with some
training in sales. Salary/commission/benefits
negotiable. Phone: 908-658-9090.

We're
y

counting on
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ANDY'S TRUCK CENTER INC.
WEST

Each issue of TClpresents many
opportunities for your ideas to be
heard.

home-grown solutions to the challenges faced by arborists. We
appreciate receiving quality color
photos with articles.

From the Field is a familiar feature to loyal readers, and one of
their favorites. In From the Field,
Arborists recall memorable experiences they have had while
practicing their profession.
Writers for these two regular features are paid $100 when their
articles are published.
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Industry Innovations is our newest feature. Innovations looks at

PALM

REACHING NEW HEIGHTS FOR 1995
•Fcra F "00

Sharing ideas is what makes the
tree care industry and ypci more
professional and successful.

The Care of Trees is a full service tree care
firm with offices throughout the metropolitan
areas of Chicago, New York City and Washington, D.C. We are one of the most progressive,
well-equipped companies in this industry and
offer excellent benefits. Our ever expansive
mode seems to constantly require personnel
to fit nto new positions which include production, plant health care and sales. We consider
safety, quality, productivity and communication
to be important attributes of proper tree care. If
you believe the same, then send your resume
to Jackie Mateja, c/o The Care of Trees, 2371
S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090. Phone:
708-394-4220.
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The Difference '.Between
Splendor And'plinters
LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR TREES
• More Profits
• Needed Service

Send your stories to:

• You Have Tools, Men
And Equipment

Tree Care Industry Magazine
The Meeting Place Mall
Route 101, P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031

• Door Opener And
Sales Closer
• Present Customers Are
Qualified Prospects
• Minimum Investment

For more information, call:

• Send For Free Tree Kit
• VHS-How To Install Tree

1-800-733-2622

P
I Iii

BY ARBORISTS,
FOR ARBORISTS
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Systems ($14.95)

INDEPENDENT PROTECTION COMPANY, INC.
1603-09 SOUTH MAIN STREET, GOSHEN, INDIANA 46526
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If you can't get to it safely you can't prune it or otherwise work in a tree. NAA's
video orientation to ROPES, KNOTS & TREE CLIMBING provides:
• Essential information on the ropes, snaps, carabiners and saddles used.
• Basic instruction in the knots required for tree climbing.
• Various climbing techniques used for ascending into and working in trees.
All of the appropriate elements of the ANSI Z133-1994 are included.

41
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NAA's video training programs make actual on the job training much easier. After
viewing an NAA video, a trainee can go into the field with basic background
information. Repetitive viewing of NAA's video training program reinforces the
training provided in actual work situations.

' t1/IS

1(1 ( 4

Attendance sheets provided with this program allow an employer to easily document employee training which meets OSHA requirements. Tests are also provided to measure employee comprehension.

I1

Fanno Saws...
The Competitive
Edge
F'anno saws
have been the
choice of fruit and
nut growers for
almost 75 years Our
reputation for quality an
durability speaks for
iLcelf. That's because
'

Tree service. Complete tree care for resi-

time village forester. Duties include enforcing
tree & landscape ordinances, reviewing development plans, recommending tree preservation
techniques, performing field inspections of construction projects, admin. tree maintenance
programs and managing computerized natural
resources inventory. BA in forestry or equivalent required. Must be ISA certified arbonst within
6 months of employment. Competence in basic landscaping design principles a must. Good
oral and written skills and strong public relations
skills needed. Must be able to work with minimal supervision. Approximately 20 hrs/wk
$15-$20/hr, depending upon experience. Contact Pattie Youngs, Village of Lincolnshire, One
Olde Half Day Rd., Lincolnshire, IL 60069.
Phone: 708-883-8600.

1983 Vermeer TS-84 tree spade mounted
on 1978 GMC Brigadier 6-V92 turbo Detroit
with 9-speed Road Ranger trans. Good working condition, $25,000. Conserv-A-Tree,
Long Island. 516-271-2998.

-

Fanno Saw Works are

specialist in what we do.
We have developed and
manufactured 40
different combinations
of saws and saw blades.
Fanno Saw Works

Arborists We are a fast growing, full service tree company serving the metro Boston
area. We are seeking individuals experienced
in climbing, ornamental pruning and plant
health care. Year-round work, excellent benefits, work environment and growth potential.
Contact Andy Felix, 508-543-5644; FAX:
508-543-5251.
-

has and will continue
to be a quality source
of tools for tree care
professionals.
Contact Fanno Saw
Works for all your
pruning tool
requirements.
Write for catalog and nearest distributor.

FANNO SAW WORKS
'4
1~f

The Village of Lincolnshire is seeking a part-

POST OFFICE 628
CHICO, CALIFORNIA 95927
(916) 895-1762

]'lea s e circle 17 on the Reader Ser\ ice Card

rFOR SALE7

Tree service needs experienced climber.
Prefer an arborist with Class B driver license.
Excellent benefits, salary. EOE. Send resume to 260 Lambert St., Suite D, Oxnard,
CA 93030. Phone: 805-485-9908

FOR SALE
Antique Fitchburg chipper, 4-cyl Wisconsin hand crankable, working daily. Will trade
for newer model chipper or cash. Phone: 412463-7980.

dential customers. Est. 1975. Extensive
customer list (includes spray customers).
Bookings 1-1/2 months in advance. Silver
Bear Tree Service, RFD #539, Rt. #114,
Bradford, NH 03221. Phone: 603-938-2300.

Bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, 65', 57', 50'.
Skyworkers with chip boxes. Asplundh
bucket trucks with chip boxes. Asplundh
brush chippers. Bean 55-gal sprayers. Pete
Mainka Enterprises, 633 Cecilia Drive,
Pewaukee, WI 53072. Phone: 800-597-8283.
Aerial bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, Asplundh,
Skyworker most major brands 40' to 95'.
Also, brush chippers, stump grinders, tree
spades, log loaders and Rayco stump cutters. Parts for aerial buckets. Allied Utility
Equipment, Inc., W. 204 North 11509
Goldendale Road, Germantown, WI 53022.
Phone: 414-255-6161.
-

-

Hardware and software, by an arborist for
the arborist. For more information about the
industry's best selling package, call or write
Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston Road,
West:Dort, CT 06880. Phone: 203-226-4335.
Looking for a used chipper or stump
grinder? Call the Midwest's chipper/stumper
supermarket. Nearly all makes & models in
stock. All units are fully reconditioned and
ready to work. Financing is available. Call
Alexander Equipment Co. at 708-268-0100
for a complete listing.

RE-INTRODUCING...

The Money Machine!
All this machine can do is pay for itself ... month after month. If you're
'92 Vermeer 80" Tree
Spade, Mode' TS-8000,
mounted on
ra
urs,
tional
peccably
lo vu
ned, like new
mai
condition.
'

5

Best offer over,

in the firewood business ... big or small ... and you don't have at least
one "Super Split," you

r'

•

are wasting time! It's fast
...It's tough ... lt will make
money!

Call or Write

GFX

$50,000.

CORPORATION

Phone:
James M. Hunt & Co., Inc.

200 Recreation Park Drive
Hingham, MA 02043 4220
-

(617) 740-0350 • Fax (617) 740-0355
Pleac
44
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Used equipment: 1993 Rayco 1620 Super
Jr., 1984 Vermeer 665A, 1972 Vermeer 15,
1990 Morbark 175. 1984 Chipmore V-8,1994
Brush Bandit Model 60, 1972 Wayne chipper, 1972 Morbark Model 18 chip harvester.
Also available, new Brush Bandit chippers
and Rayco stump cutter. Call Ron or Joel.
708-398-0620. Aerial Equipment.

-

9p1
Q

(ITZ)

Work smarter, not harder and make 95 a
banner year. Get valuable information on federal regulations, business management,
training, and more. Call 800-733-2622 for
more information.
60' Hi Ranger on 1977 Ford F-700. Good
condition. $17.000. Phone: 810-391-0030.

BACKPACK
SPRAYERS

,.

I Each Nylon Bag. Goggles,
Dust Pan
Broom, 21b. Soak-up.
Nitrite gloves and 2 Each 24'x
18 pillows, 48" x 3 Dikes

&

Hopper
'flies

Z
tt$ 69-95

-

$149 95

$69.95

vo

1; ew Egaa4 Rop.s

-.

$499.00

1/2' Safety Blue or True-Blue .......... $ .66 per ft.
1/2' Tree Line OF ................................. 59 per ft.
1/2' Tree Line orArbor-Plex ................. 55 per ft.
5/8' 12 Strand Bull Rope ..................... .8.4 per ft.
3/4" 12 Strand Bull Rope ................... 1.10 per ft.
7/8" 12 Strand Bull Rope ................... 1.96 per ft.
5/8' Stable Braid ............................... 1.07 per ft.
3/4' Stable Braid ............................... 1.37 per ft.
7/8' Stable Braid ............................... 1.98 per ft.
PRUNER
High Quality
Replaceable Blade
Lifetime Warranty
$16.00

TRUCK & SKID SPRAYERS

BOOTS
(SAMSON

•

-i

INCLUDE
GALLON TANK
ALUMINUM FRAME
12V 4.5 GPM PUMP
25'3/8 HOSE
POLY SPRAY GUN

Steel Toe
6" Lace-up 517.95
15' Snugleg $21.50
15' PVC

$13.95

-

-Ti

.J

ft
150

HOSE
600 PSI HOSE
Kuriyama
5/8" PVC $1 .09/li.
PVC S
118 " PVC S

=
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WESTHEFFER COMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 363' Lawrence, Kansas 66044

NEED A
SPRAYER?
We Got It!
Over 100 models
to choose from.
Custom built to meet
your specific needs.
• Single or dual tanks
• 50-1000 gallonage
• Mechanical or jet agitation
• Diaphragm, piston or
centrifugal pump
• Electric or manual hose reel
• Green Garde Kurltec or Synflex
hose
• Hypro JD9CT or Chemlawn gun

'

--r----- '--".
-Win .

YOUR PARTS WAREHOUSE
Over 2 Million Dollars of Parts Inventory on Hand!
To Order Call Toll FREE: (USA, Canada, Mexico)
1-800-362-3110 • FAX 1-800-843-3281
ci!JL 53 on ilic Rc,idcr ct
( c:
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Skyworker - Largest new parts inventory,
used equipment inventory, major service facility in U.S. Phone: 706-376-3192. FAX:
706-376-6701.
Tree service for sale. Work year-round in
sunny south Florida. Established eight years.
Large client list with excellent reputation. Tremendous potential. All equipment included.
Owner relocating and must sell. Will take best
offer. Call 305-424-8700 or 305-423-9306.
Video program offers information on ropes,
knots and tree climbing to make on-the-job
training easier. Call 800-733-2622 for more
information.
Nursery & landscape skid-steer loader attachments: E-Zdigger, 12", 16", 25". 36": E-Z
grader. Tree Master spade, 20" thru 46"; EZ 3-pt. hitch adapter, and Kromer vibratory
baIler. For video and brochure call 612-4922867 or 800-278-2531. E-Z Implements.
Gold mine opportunity for quality-oriented
arborists. Well-established tree care company for sale in southern CA. Twelve-year
established clientele. Year-round work, all
within 20-mile radius. Hometown community,
great schools. One hr. from beach, mountains and deserts. House/shop/office also
avail as well as equipment. Serious inquiries
only. Phone: 909-793-2347.
Asplundh bucket truck - 45' reach on 79
F600 with chip box and tool compartments,
$6500; 1988 Vermeer 1250 diesel brush
chipper, well maintained, in excellent shape,
$10,500; John Deere 3150 44 with Royer
Woodsman land clearing attachment - 1800
hrs on John Deere - Woodsman. New in 94,
$40,000. Phone: 216-543-8787.
Illustrated safety program helps you provide
a safer workplace, Comply with federal regulations and can help reduce insurance costs. Call
800-733-2622 for more information.
Vermeer TS-84, 2 pod trailer tandem dual
wheels, air brakes, self-contained engine.
Like new, $21,500; also Vermeer TS-50 - 2
pod trailer, $11.500. Call 317-894-9120.
1990 Eeger Beever 290 disc chipper,
Cummins diesel, excellent condition.
$89,000: Asplundh 12" drum chipper, Perkins
diesel, good condition, $5900; Vermeer #10
stumper, diesel, $4500: Vermeer #206 back
yard stumper, $3000. Phone: 519-945-4385
or 519-969-5451.
1988 L-8000 Ford tandem w/240 hp Ford
diesel, 16 front. 44 rears. set back front axle.
Allison automatic trans., mounted w/Big John
AA90 tree spade in excellent condition. Best
offer. Phone: 407-968-1045.
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ArborWare is the industrial strength busi-

Cut, split and load, all in one. Valac firewood

Windows software designed for arborists.

ness software that lets you control virtually an
unlimited number of customer transactions, estimates & proposals, invoices, AIR, statements,
NP, IPM, work tickets, routing, appointment
scheduling & call-backs, inventories and more.
Includes tree/shrub, chemical disease & pest
libraries. Mouse support, LookUp & Help Windows. You demand quality, performance, safety
and reliability in your field equipment. So why
settle for less in your office automation system?
Step up to increased productivity with
ArborWare today. Call 1-800-49-ARBOR.

processor. Exceptionally well built machine.
Electric and PTO driven. Safe & easy to use
controls. Hydraulic activated splitter and conveyor. Contact Peter, 401-467-2990 today.

Comprehensive, supported for over 10 years.
Call or write for free demo. 610-970-7955, Quad
Tech, Inc., P.O. Box 643, 191 S. Keim St.,
Pottstown, PA 19464.

Chlorosis tree medicine. 100% effective in
oaks, many deciduous trees. 10-minute application. Guaranteed for iron chlorosis. $29/qt
treats 16 trees. Postpaid. Pin Oak Specialist,
7310 North 39th Terrace, Omaha, NE 68112.
Phone: 402-455-9384.

Business for sale. Do you want to change your
life? Move to one of the most beautiful and dy namic cities in Colorado. Purchase an
established tree trimming business. Customer
list of over 7000 educated clients. Annual gross
$750,000. We have professional staff, all equipment and a growing economy. If this creates a
stirring within, please inquire further. TCI, Box
AA, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031.

N
ral

Bucket trucks, chip trucks, trailer chippers,
cranes, skidders, track machines and custombuilt units to met your individual needs. For sale
or rent. Call Mirk, Inc. Phone: 216-669-2000.

AN OUNCE
OF PREVENTIO

Cure iron chlorosis for less than $1 per inch -

Durable • Safe
Versatile
F18€RGI

Ass

Safe-stik
SCE 1956

ITS TIME TO ORDER
ORAL IVY®

Poles available
in
sectional
and
fixed lengths

A FEW DROPS DAILY IN
WATER OR JUICE

PREVENTS THE

"FIERY ITCH"

FOR RENT

OF POISON IVY
OAK AND SUMAC

Large tree spade with experienced arborist
operator. Any place in New England or eastern
NY. Develop a new profit center without any
capital expenditure. Call Residential Foresters
for details, 203-429-9972.

We can
perform
electrical
testing
to meet
OSHA
regulations

6 Months Prevention in
Each 1.2 oz. Bottle
By the Bottle:
$12.50 + $1.00 Postage
BUY the Dozen: $7.50 Per Bottle
$90. Per Dozen + $3.50 Shipping
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

1-800-553-6778
For comprete fo"1on ca

VEMBER NATIONAL

[]

ARBOR 1ST

0'

rf

AMESON

J

CORPORA TON SINCE 1 956

P 0 Box 24027 Ca'ioe NC 28224
704 5255191
fl 704 522 6' 6'

ORAL IVY, INC.
104 GUYS LANE, BLOOMSBURG, PA 17815
Please circle 36 on the Reader Service Card
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in pin oaks, red maples, etc., without drilling
holes into trunks of trees. New FE-26 tablets.
FE-26 is a 15-gram tablet which is placed below ground into the root zone area. It is
comprised of a unique, patented "Sucrate" formulation of 26% iron, 18% sulfur, 6%
manganese and 2% zinc. These sucrated micronutrients are readily available yet will not lock
up in the soil, then when put in tablet form, take
a minimum of 12 months to completely dissolve.
What could be simpler or more natural than installing a tablet below ground and letting the
tree's root system uptake the nutrients allowing
the tree to cure itself? For details or free FE-26
literature, write Remke Enterprises, Inc., P.O.
Box 9357, Downers Grove, IL 60515 or call 708810-1662. Distributor inquiries welcome.
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Classified ad rates: $50 per inch ($45 NM
members; 1-inch minimum), payable in advance, due the 20th of the month two months
prior to publication. Send ad and payment to:
Tree Care Industry
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst. NH 03031

(#)

MEMBER NATIONAL

GREENTI.-L.0

ARBOR 1ST
S S 0 C I AT ION

THE ONE STOP EXPERT SOURCE

1-800-645-6464

An Inexpensive Means
To Providing More Profits

VITA TREE & SHRUB

The POLARIS IPM

The Most Natural Organic &
Mineral Based Roof Developer,
Fertilizer and Soil Conditioner
On The
Market.

Spray System
6 Tanks, 900 Gallons, Choice
of Pumps.
-

Will not clog.
525 Gallons, 10 GPM, 300 Ft.
Hose, Electric Reel
Special Price: $3,289

Increases

Economical
To Use.
Only About
2O/Gal.

Do Multiple
Treatments At Each Stop.
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Wildlife And Tree Care
By Lyle Julian
It's a warm spring day. You're the
climber in a tree crew that is in the process
of removing a dying sycamore tree from a
customer's property. The work is going
smoothly and quickly. You're roping down
one large section after another and it appears that you will have the tree down to a
20-foot trunk within 45 minutes. Though
you're getting a bit winded, you remind
yourself that time is money, so you press
on. Then, as you're tying off one of the
very last sections, you notice a dove's nest
with eggs nestled in the fork of a limb. You
mop the perspiration from your forehead
and consider what to do. You'd like to save
the eggs, but the tree has to go and, besides,
you'd heard somewhere that once a human
being handles a bird's nest the mother bird
will never return because of the odor which
the handler has left behind. So you tie off
the limb and proceed to cut, ensuring the
demise of the nest and its occupants.
So, you're down to the trunk of the tree
and you can see that the quickest and simplest method of getting it felled is to pull
it over in a single piece. It's pretty rotted
in places and holed in spots by woodpeckers. As you prepare to drop the trunk, you
hear tiny squeaking sounds coming from
one of the larger woodpecker holes and
remember that squirrels had taken up residence inside the tree. Oh, well, no time to
save them. You'd have to piece the trunk
down in 2-foot sections and then somehow
scoop the young squirrels out of their nest
without getting bitten. You're tired and
would like to get this job done. So, down
comes the tree and the squirrels go the way
of the dove eggs.
If you recognize yourself in these scenarios, then perhaps it is time for you to
look for another job. Here in south central
48

Texas, as everywhere, trees provide a
source of food and shelter for many, many
types of animal life. In my years of climbing I have crossed paths with squirrels,
bats, raccoons, opossums, countless species of birds and insects, a handful of
different types of lizards and not just a few
arboreal species of snakes. In almost every case, the confrontation between man
and beast must result in the loss of the
beast's habitat. While that is often unavoidable. I've learned that with a little
compassion, patience and education, these
confrontations do not have to end in total
disaster for the animal.
First, you must have a basic and underlying respect for nature in general. That
means compassion. If you don't have that,
you shouldn't be in the tree business.
Second, you don't have to be a signwaving fanatic to assist an animal that you
have displaced, but you will have to sacrifice some of your precious time. Sure, it
can be a real pain in the neck to bring the
process of removing a tree to a halt while
things are going so smoothly. But isn't it
worth it? So, have a little patience and
don't be so obsessed with the almighty
dollar that you cannot bear to use some
time to relocate a bird's nest safely to another tree. It's all in your attitude.
Third, educate yourself and your crew.
By talking to someone at your local wildlife management association, you can learn
exactly how to properly deal with wild
animals. For example, a mother bird will
not automatically abandon her eggs in a
nest that you have handled. She will come
back when you're gone. Simply take the
nest with its eggs to a nearby tree and place
it carefully into a fork so that it will not
fall. She'll take care of the rest. Check your
telephone directory for wildlife animal ref uges and veterinary clinics which handle
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - FEBRUARY 1995

wild animals and make use of them. Educate yourself and your crew on which
species of snakes can be safely handled.
These can be put into a pillow case (ensure that there are no holes in the case)
driven out to a spot in the country and released without causing them too much
trauma. But, in order to exercise your options, you must first understand what they
are, and that means talking to people and
reading a book or two.
Adjust your priorities to include the
welfare of the wild animals you meet on
the jot) and you will find that the rewards
for your conscientiousness will far outweigh any sacrifices you may have to
make. For one thing, you'll probably gain
a measure of respect and admiration from
your customer which goes beyond his approval of your work and will most likely
get you more jobs down the road. But, far
more importantly, you will feel good about
yourself because you made the time and
effort to contribute to the well-being of the
natural world rather than participate in its
thoughtless destruction.
TCI

Lyle Julian is co-owner and operator of
Competitive Tree Service of San Antonio,
Texas.
Do you have a story for Fron the Field?
TO will pay $100 for published articles.
Submissions become the property of TCI
and are subject to editing for grammar,
style and length. Entries must include the
name of a company and a contact person
or they will not be considered for publica
tion. Articles and photos must be received
by the first day of the month for the following month 's issue.
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When you attend a Mauget Micro Injection Seminar, you join
a growing family of arborists and applicators who are concerned
about tree health and the environment.
Everything about a Mauget seminar is designed with this
in mind. Our seminars are designed to educate, but we also
take time to answer your questions. And, for seasoned applicators, we update your knowledge about new product registrations. uses, and techniques.

3,

3

Our family of Mauget products continues to feature the
finest materials available to control tree insects and diseases,
and to solve nutritional, elemental, and other tree health problems.
Mauget micro injection seminars are for the entire Green
Industry -- owners, managers, and applicators.
Join the family. Call your Mauget distributor about a seminar in your area. Below are dates and locations:

Micro Injection Training Seminars
Arbor Care Inc.
New Fairfield, CT
(203) 746-4705 FAX
(800) 746-0776
CT. NY, MA. RI
Jan 18. Rochester. NY
Mar 6. Waterbury. CT
Mar 7. Westchester County, NY
Mar 9. Auburn. MA
Artistic Arborists, Inc.
Phoenix. AZ
(602) 265-1423 FAX
(602) 263-8889
(800) 782-8733
Jan 24, Albuquerque, NM
March, Las Vegas. NV
March, Phoenix. AZ

)800) 842-1104
Mar 2. Bayshore, NY

Feb 25. Willowbrook. IL
(Chicago Area)

F. Herbert Robertson
Panama City, FL
(904) 763-5049
N. FL, S. GA, S. AL
January, Titfton Area

Midwest Arborists Supplies
Grand Rapids. MI
(616) 364-7616 FAX
(800) 423-3789
Michigan
Feb 23, Novi, MI

Fisher & Son Company Inc.
Malvern. PA
(215) 381-5309 FAX
(215)644-3300
(800) 262-2127
Eastern PA
Feb 2. Reading. PA

Guardian Tree Experts
Rockville. MD
Enfield's Tree Service
MD, VA, DE
Elkhorn, NE
(301) 881-9063 FAX
ND. E. SD. NE, MN. CO. W. IA, (301)881-8550
MO, KS, OK, WY
Feb 28, Rockville. MD
(402) 289-0804 FAX
(402) 289-3248
Lanphear Supply Division
(800) 747-8733
(800) 332-TREE
Feb 4, Lawrence, KS
Cleveland, OH
Feb 11. Denver. CO
Cent. OH. W. PA. WV
Mar 3. Oklahoma City, OK
Feb 2. Columbus, OH
Mar 17. Elkhorn, NE
Feb 3. Toledo. OH
Mar 31. Minneapolis. MN
Feb 24, Pittsburgh, PA
Feb 27, Cleveland, OH
Essco Distribution
Bayshore, LI. NY
Liqui-Green Lawn & Tree Care
(516) 226-5153 FAX
Peoria. IL
(516) 226-5115
IL. F. IA

Northeastern Associates
Fairfield. NJ
(201) 227-0865 FAX
(201) 227-0359
New Jersey
Mar 8. Totowa. NJ
Pruett Tree Service
Lake Oswego. OR
(503) 635-1525 FAX
(503) 635-3916
(206) 693-0088 WA
(800) 635-4294
Oregon. Washington
Mar 2. Portland. OR

615) 522-0533
(800) 827-0532
Feb 3. Atlanta. GA
Feb 23. Birmingham. AL
Feb 24, Jackson, MS
Mar 14. Lexington, KY
Mar 23. Memphis
Mar 24, Hot Springs. AR
Apr 6, Chattanooga, TN
Apr 7, Savannah, GA
Jun 16, Gulf Shores. AL
Target Specialty Products
Fresno, CA
(209) 291-2433 FAX
(209) 291-7740
(800) 827-4389
Feb 17, Visalia, CA

Target Specialty Products
San Jose. CA
(408) 287-2004 FAX
(408) 293-6032
(800) 767-0719
Feb 14. San Ramon. CA
Warne Chemical &
Equipment Co.
Rapid City, SD
W. SD. Wyoming
(605) 342-6990 FAX
(605) 342-7644
(800) 658-5457
Dec 8, Lyman, WY
Feb 2. Rapid City, SD
Feb 7, Casper. WY

siv/rees

Releaf Tree Consultants
Nineveh. IN
(317) 933-9351
Indiana
Feb 15, Indianapolis. IN
Tree Injection Products Co.
Knoxville. TN
KY. TN. N. AL. N. GA. MS. AR
(615) 521-6055 FAX

Please circle 27 on the Reader Service Card

Ma uget Company
2810 N. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90065
J. J.

THE HEIGHT OF SUCCESS IS

AERIAL LHFT INC.
of Milford, Connecticut
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Aerial Lift
Models
available from
38' to 75'
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have an all-in-one package
Aerial Lift, chip box and 12" chipper head.
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The AL-60/5() unit with 60' working height
and SO' side reach. . the only unit in its category
that gives you the extra side reach.

The rear mount is so Compact. this vehicle can
maneuver with ease through tight spaces and
give additional working height.

.:

lhc elevator is a compact stowed unit f o r
travel.This Aerial device gives you the extra
working height up to 75'.

WOO q
"

ihc versatility of the Aerial lilt allows it to

The Aerial lift can he mounted on various

he mounted with utility bodies for various

all-terrain vehicles for those hard-to-get-to
locations.

service work.

Established 1958

Made in U.S.A.

AERIAL LIFT,

UN C.

Please circle 2 on the Reader Service Card

P0. Box 66 • 571 Plains Road. Milford, Connecticut 06460-0066
PHONE USA: 1-800-446-5438, In CT: 1-800-245-5438 • FAX: (203) 878-2549
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EXCLUSIVE PRO SERIES TEETH
Up to 30% more productive than regular teeth!
Precision-crafted of forged steel, tipped with tungsten
carbide. Pro Series teeth have shanks that are thicker,
wider and stronger than regular teeth, which means
less bending and less
replacing. Once they're
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installed, they never
need adjusting. And
they're found exclu-
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sivelv on Vermeer
Stump cutters.

COMPACT, YET STABLE
The 672 provides the stability you need, yet its narrower
than a full-size pickup for easy transporting and access
to work areas.

0)
~

Hiwy-Duiy BOOM PIVOT

0M.,
V

. ... . ..

31 Built tough and durable, with a
greater spread between the
c
d'

bearings for drastically
reduced bearing failure and
more support.

Vermeer 4Ao

CUTTING CONVENIENCE
A full 60' (152 cm) tongue extension gives you five
extra feet (1.5 m) of cutting length, without repositioning the machine. Cutting depth 24" (61 cm), width 78"
(198 cm), height 31" (79 cm).

EASY MAINTENANCE
Vermeer's reliable mechanical drive means routine
maintenance can be performed without the need for
a costly service technician.
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REGULATING TREE GROWTH
TO ENHANCE YOUR SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

R

,Goo,

ights-of-way managers and municipal foresters
arrive at work each day driven by one goal:
ensure customer satisfaction by keeping the

electricity flowing. One tree limb falling into a powerline triggers telephone calls from angry consumers,
complaints from large industrial customers and
thousands - sometimes millions - of dollars in lost
revenue and repair costs.
To prevent this, electric utilities spend more than an
Ti

estimated $1.5-billion annually trimming trees. This
makes tree trimming one of the largest line items on a

10,

utility's vegetation management budget.
With Deregulation prompting sweeping changes at
utilities, those that prosper will be ones that use
proven cost-cutting measures to shave expenses and
become more efficient. The challenge: gain efficiency
while lowering costs.
Now a revolutionary technology can help decrease
og-term line-clearance costs, while allowing you to
anage more trees on your system annually. Treeowth regulators (TGRs), used in conjunction with
oper trimming practices, can help improve linearance management making it easier, more reliable
id more cost effective.
jth New-Generation TCRs, the technology is easoW

ever to apply, with little or no negative long-

term effects on trees. Economic computer models,
extensive field trials and scientific research prove that
TGRs work.
Read on to learn how TGRs can benefit your lineclearance program, your budget, your company and
most of all. your customers.

TREE-GROWTH REGULATOR (TGR)
A specially designed compound applied to a
tree to control crown (branch) growth by gently
suppressing the tree's gibberellin production—
the hormone that causes cell elongation. This
reduces a tree's growth and its biomass
without significantly altering its appearance.

G E I I

I

(3

(3

BUS

UNDER
CONTROL
GRs can be
used with
many different
tree species in various situations. However, certain
target trees show the greatest return on a utility's
or municipality's TGR investment.
One primary TGR candidate is the cycle-buster
tree. Cycle-busters require trimming prior to
scheduled maintenance. Last year at Ohio Edison,
crews treated 2,500 cycle-busters, those trees that
can't be effectively trimmed to provide four years
of clearance.
"We are convinced that TGRs are another tool
we can use to control cycle-busters and reduce
biomass," says David Bienemann, Ohio Edison
forest technician. Ohio Edison isn't the only utility
with cycle-buster challenges, though. Just ask Paul
Johnston, senior forester at one of the country's
largest investor-owned utilities - PECO Energy
Company.
"Thirty-five percent of the 1.25-million trees we
manage on our system are fast-growing sycamore,
silver maple and Norway maple - cycle-busters we
must manage," Johnston says, analyzing the utility's
1,200 miles of transmission lines and 25,000 miles
of distribution lines.
Managing cycle-busters solves an immediate
problem. It also provides visual evidence to skep-

T

Expensive trims. A rcaolot tree or any largecrowned tree that requires 45-plus minutes to trim
translates into hefty labor, equipment and biomass
disposal costs - an obvious budget strain. Using
TGRs on these trees saves time and money.
Remote areas. Mike Watson, forestry supervi-or at The Potomac Edison Company, uses TGRs
in many areas. He finds one use particularly
helpful: "A single cycle-buster found
under a powerline in a farmer's front
yard can be a great expense.
TGRs allow for a predictable
trim cycle - even extended
trim cycle - letting us
GROV TH REGULATION
A
defer trimming and
•
TGRs
alfect the production of
save in travel costs to
the growth hormones that
gibberellins,
remote agricul- •
ation in stems.
affect
cell
elong
tural areas, "
irs
in cell elongation zone
Regulation
occi
Watson says.

3

TERMINAL MERISTEM
Zone of cell division

Zone of cell don

Zone of cell
maturation!
differentiation

'

of terminal meristem, which is responsible for
controlling branch growth.
A TGR does not stop tree growth, it only
reduces growth in branch tips.
Overall TGR control depends on tree species,
application rate and environmental conditions like soil
type, climate and available moisture.

2

Heartwood xylem

TRANSLOCATION
• TGR moves with water and
mineral elements to tree stems
rough the xylem.
Upward transport involves
ovement through functioning
ylem cells.
• Transpirational pull moves
ater and TGR up tree.
Other tree functions, like
photosynthesis, continue.

(inactive) ----

Sapwood xylem (active)
Vascular cambium
Inner bark with
phloem
Outer ----.
bark

APPLICATION: CUTLESS TREE IMPLANTS
For maximum translocation, implants are placed squarely
into buttress root flares.
• Squirting water into the hole helps implant dissolve and aids uptake.
Compartmentalization begins within a few hours.
• Callus growth seals the wound in one to two growing seasons
for most species.
Treated (right) is. untreated maples. Predominant
cycle-buster species like maples, oaks and sycamores are
ideal TGR candidates.

tics who need to "see the technology work to
believe it." Utilities and municipalities that have
used TGRs on cycle-busters find that the word
spreads fast. As PECO Energy Company found, use
also spreads rapidly. "Currently, we are using TGRs
in 80 townships in our service area," Johnston
explains.
Besides controlling cycle-busters, TGRs are
used on other tree species in a variety of circumstances:
Priority circuits. Hospitals, major industries
and municipal customers can't be without power.
Uninterrupted power is too vital to these organizations to risk tree-related interruptions and outages.

Property owner
concerns or local

laws. And, TGRs can
help with trees that receive
less than one full cycle of
clearance because of property
owner concerns or local laws. That's
why forester Paul Hurysz started using
TGRs at Houston Lighting and Power
Company (HL&P), which services the fourth
largest city in the United States.
"While a chain may only be as strong as its
weakest link, a circuit's reliability is only as good as
the closest tree to the line," Hurysz explains.
"Unfortunately, five percent of our customers
don't allow us the 10-foot clearance we need. This

MORE
TREES
IN LESS

TIME

T

he first

users of
TGRsutility foresters who helped pioneer the technology—
knew that applying TGRs led to better-managed
systems They had firsthand experience managing
more trees annually.

Problems came in selling TGRs to management These foresters simply didn't have quantifiable "numbers" upper management required to
make cost/benefit analysis The utilities also
lacked a rigorous methodology for determining the
impact of TGRs on their systems Because economic analysis and comparison varied within the
industry, there was no reliable way to compare the
economic benefits of TGRs from utility to utility.
DowElanco took these problems seriously and
found a solution.
With biomass study results in hand,
DowElanco and ACRT Inc. went to work developing a powerful computer program that
projects yearly costs associated with normal
line-clearance activities. Economist Dr. James
Brickley from the Simon Graduate School of
Business Administration at the University of
Rochester also assisted with the project.
The goal: determine how TGRs affect a
utility's bottom line over a 15-year period. TGR
decisions could then be based on both shortand long-term information.
The result: the TGR Economic Model.
This flexible computer model allows foresters
to experiment with different trimming and TGR
programs. For example, Carolina Power & Light
Company (CP&L) used the model to generate
five-year plans for each of the utility's six divisions and to justify TGR use to management.
"Costs could be adjusted for every division
at CP&L," explains Kitty Nappen, division
forester. "This made it really easy to use, and
impressed management."
While the economic model helped CP&L
expand its TGR program to other divisions, it
was instrumental in Santee Cooper initiating a
TGR program.
"Thanks to the economic model, I could
show management the cost savings of using
TGRs over the next 15 years. It would have
been more difficult to get approval without the
economic model," reports Bob Richens, supervisor of right-of-way management at the South
Carolina utility.
Even though TGRs add up-front costs to a utility
program, Paul Johnston senior forester at PECO
Energy Company— knows that long-term benefits
can reduce future tree trimming costs "For relatively low costs today, we can have significant savings from TGRs in the future," Johnston notes.

process for many utilities that want to track their
The TGR Economic Model computes shortTGR costs, while keeping a close watch on the
term costs and long-term savings. It estimates
costs and savings specific to
results Forestry Specialist
James Watkins from
each utility by plugging in
'Thanks to the
known variables
Carolina Power & Light
economic model
Company explains: "We
"The economic model is
very user-friendly" notes Web
plan to use the model once
I could show
a year to evaluate that year's
Brasher, DowElanco TGR spemanagement the cost
lot (1'GR project). And to
cialist "Vegetation managers
savings of using
estimate what we can
appreciate the program's flexiTGRs over the next
expect in the next few
bility and convenience. But
years," Watkins says
they especially like the ability
15 years.
Thanks to the TGR
to run different scenarios to
determine exactly how TGRs can benefit them
Economic Model, utilities and municipalities can
based on their specific tree species, trim cycles and now determine the financial impact of TGRs on
their systems a feat appreciated by foresters
budgets."
and management.
Using the TGR Economic Model is an ongoing
-
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ive years ago,
BETTER
Public Service
FCompany of
Oklahoma (PSO) replaced its reactive, hot-spot
approach to tree-related outages with a more
structured program. The goal: a well-maintained
right-of-way where vegetation management
efforts would be limited to routine maintenance.
"From the start, we've been looking for
quicker and more cost-effective ways of getting
the system under control," explains PSO System
Forester George Geissler. "It costs less to maintain it than to fix it once it's broken."
Guided by that philosophy, Geissler and his
team set out to gain control of vegetation along
3,500 miles of transmission lines and 14,100
miles of distribution lines. One tool PSO relies
on is tree-growth regulators (TGRs), which it
uses on urban trees.
PSO's interest in TGRs - that of establishing
and maintaining reliable trim cycles - is common
among utilities.
The reason many utilities use TGRs is basic:
to keep trees - especially fast-growing species
or "cycle-busters" - from growing into powerlines. One or two problem trees can mean yearly
visits to a circuit, making regular or "routine"
maintenance impossible. Using TGRs on the fastgrowing trees helps achieve a circuit that
requires routine maintenance at reliable intervals. Another result: more consistent, accurate
cost estimates - an advantage that helps in budget planning. Better, more reliable control also
eases constant worry about problem trees.
Paul Hurysz, forester at Houston Lighting &
Power Company, knows the importance of a reliable maintenance cycle. "Currently, our circuit
only holds for two-and-a-half years and then we
start experiencing reliability problems. We're
using TGRs to help our fast-growing and problem customer trees make it through a three- or
four-year maintenance cycle."
The bottom line is that TGRs provide confidence to establish and maintain a reliable trim
cycle with the added benefit of a more consistent
budget analysis.
"On first thought, you might think that TGRs
are going to help you skip a trim cycle altogether. Although that can happen in some
instances, the bigger benefit comes from the
ability of TGRs to either establish or help you
maintain a cycle that fits your utility," explains
DowElanco TGR Specialist Bill Massey.
With more efficient system management
thanks to TGRs, utilities can spread limited budget dollars effectively. According to Chuck
Olenik, system forester at Pennsylvania Electric
Company (Penelec), TGRs free additional dollars
for more projects.

Forced to pare its tree trimming expenses
closer to the bone, Penelec's forestry department
focused its efforts on extending - or at least
maintaining - trim cycles of fast-growing cyclebuster trees. Olenik knew longer cycles on problem circuits would free up line-clearance dollars
for other projects. And it has.
"Not only does the TGR pay for itself, but the
savings from TGRs allow us to do some of the
projects eliminated during earlier budget cuts,"
Olenik notes.
Mike Watson, forestry supervisor at The
Potomac Edison Company, agrees. "Because of
TGR use, we're closer to meeting our desired maintenance goals with the same dollar level," he says

ot only do
power interruptions frustrate
customers, they cost money - from thousands to
even millions of dollars.
"A tree-related power outage on a distribution
line, depending on the voltage, can cost a utility
from hundreds to thousands of dollars. If it's a
high-voltage transmission line outage, it could
cost a utility in the millions of dollars," explains
Dick Wells, TGR consultant and retired system
forester for PECO Energy Company.
When utilities try to reduce service interruptions, they often look at how to reduce treerelated outages. That's where TGRs can help.
Reduction of tree growth in the crown helps prevent branches from growing into lines, which
prevents the outage, saves in repair and lost business costs and ensures a high level of customer
service.
By reducing the need for hot-spotting, TGRs
help prevent power outages. Paul Johnston,
senior forester at PECO Energy Company,
explains, "TGRs definitely reduce the potential of
fast-growing trees interfering with powerlines."
John Ellis, vegetation management manager
at Texas Utilities Electric, agrees, "TGRs have
the potential to help us keep down outages."
It's no secret that reducing outages and
ensuring customer satisfaction are important in
the utility industry. As Bill Rees, supervisor of
forestry management at Baltimore Gas &
Electric, notes, "Although we are vegetation managers at one level, ultimately we prefer to consider ourselves outage reducers."
Reducing outages will always be a primary
goal for utilities. Steve Hallmark, corporate
forester at Puget Sound Power and Light
Company, explains: "Most companies have a
long-term goal of trying to reduce outages. To
achieve that, they must continue developing new
programs and finding alternatives to trimming
such as TGRs."

N

TGR use does not guarantee an outage-free
system. However, it does complement trimming
operations to help ensure the fewest possible
interruptions from fast-growing and overgrown
trees contacting valuable lines.
LESS DISPOSAL SPELLS FEWER
LABOR HOURS PER TREE

rimming
consumes
• I
the lion's
share of electric utilities' vegetation management
budgets. It's a given expense for utilities like
Houston Lighting & Power Company, which
spends $14 million, or 80 percent, of its yearly
budget on tree trimming. This is one cost that
TGRs can help manage.
The greatest trim"The greatest
ming-related expenses
benefit
of TGRs
involve time, equipment
is cost savings
and labor. The next bigin one form or
gest cost is chipping
and disposing of the
another."
biomass. TGRs can help
lower both these expenses by controlling branch
and leaf growth in treated trees.
In 1990, ACRT Inc. - environmental specialists from Kent, Ohio —joined DowElanco in a
three-year biomass study to look at prominent
U.S. tree species such as Norway and silver
maples and willow and water oaks. Evaluating
treated vs. untreated trees, researchers recorded
trim and chip times; measured the longest shoots;
and weighed and compared removed biomass.
The results - published in the Journal of
Arboriculture - showed up to a 75-percent biomass reduction in treated species. On average,
height and growth were cut in half, while trimand-chip times were cut by more than half.
According to Mike
Watson, forestry super"The real cost
visor and 10-year TGR
savings from a
use veteran, The
decrease
Potomac Edison
Company's biomass
in biomass
numbers are in line with
comes
from
DowElanco s research.
the amount
With 60 percent of
of money
Watson's vegetation
management budget
you save in
dedicated to tree trimlabor
costs."
ming expenses, he
knows the importance of biomass reduction.
"The real cost savings from a decrease in
biomass comes from the amount of money you
save in labor costs," Watson says.
This doesn't surprise USDA-researcher
Dr. John Sterrett. With more than 20 years of
TGR and plant inhibitor research experience,
Sterrett has witnessed, firsthand, how the

T

Continued on page 3

Continued from page 2

REDUCED CHIPS
Average per 10 trees

4,700
lbs.

Ism1,200
lbs.
Without TGRs

I

/

zoom

-

With TGRs

REDUCED TRIM/CHIP TIME
Average per 10 trees

0

technology has assisted utilities and
municipalities.
"TGRs have helped utilities control tree
growth with much less labor," Sterrett confirms.
And that labor savings starts with the
amount of trimming needed.
"Where you may have had 10 bushels of
chips, you now have one" says James Watkins,
Carolina Power & Light Company, explaining
how TGR use has benefited his company.
Increasing expenses and a growing concern
for landfill space has brought biomass reduction
to the forefront of utility vegetation management. Utilities dispose of an estimated
50,000 tons of chipped biomass each day,
h or 13-million tons each year. While
some utilities can give away their chips to customers or local businesses, other utilities pay up
to $50-plus per ton to dispose of tree trimmings
at landfills. The scientific biomass study proves
TGRs can help significantly reduce the volume
of a community's solid waste and the costs
associated with hauling and disposing
'Where you
these chips.
"TGRs will save
utility foresters
money in reduced
of chips,
trimming and dumpYOU flOW
ing costs," reports
have
one."
Richard Abbott, president of ACRE Inc.
Money saved from decreased trimming time
and disposal costs frees up funds for other veg etation management projects like treereplacement programs, additional
h trimming or more TGR applications.
Chuck Olenik from Penelec took a look
at the specifics. To trim an average urban tree
costs Penelec about $55 to $60, including labor
and machinery expenses. Applying Cutless* tree
implants adds $15 to $20 during the initial year,
putting total costs for a treated, trimmed tree at
$70 to $80. Cost savings comes a few years later
when trimming, biomass disposal, man-hours
and associated costs are much less for treated
trees than untreated trees, he says.
Mike Watson, forestry supervisor, The
Potomac Edison Company, puts it in perspective.
"The greatest benefit of TGRs is cost savings in
one form or another."

may have
had 10 bushels

GROWTH REDUCTION
Average per tree for three years

j.

Without IGRs

63°!
Less Growth

With TGRs

.1

(Chart source: "Growth, Biomass, and Tthn, 01 i Time
Reduction Following Application of Flurprimidol Tree
Growth Regulator," published in Journal of
Arboriculture 20(1):Januarv 1994. PP. 3845)

Trademark it DowElanco

received very
positive results
from the article,"
Ballard remarks.
"Not only have
we received calls
residents won't be from fellow utilities interested in
happy when we
TGRs,
but also
need to trim their from customers
tree but not their
who have offered
neighbor's
to pay us to treat
TGR-treated tree." their trees with
TGRs."
And that's good news, because competitive
pressures continually remind utilities and municipal foresters that customer satisfaction is the name
of the game.
'We're pleased with the uniqueness we've
gained from using TGRs," notes Duke Power rightof-way supervisor Ronnie Wall, who started using
TGRs in the Winston-Salem area in October 1993.
Even though Wall knew they wouldn't see TGR
results for 12 to 18 months, he has treated 4,513
trees across nine circuits. 'We're improving our
right-of-way practices by incorporating TGRs into
the program and continuing to ensure safe and
reliable service to our customers."

"Look how the
untreated tree
has grown into the
powerlines. The

THE
ISSUE OF
TREE HEALTH

"9r

ew-Generation
TGRs provide
subtle, uniform
regulation. To the untrained eye, differences
between treated and untreated trees are barely
noticeable. But people who know a tree has been
treated with TGRs may notice denser, darkergreen leaves. Less trimming may also cause the
tree to look thicker and healthier, which research
indicates may be true.
In extensive trials, visual evidence shows
TGRs help trees hold up better under water and
disease stress conditions than untreated trees.
Forestry Specialist James Watkins at Carolina
Power & Light Company supports this.
"We're on a year-and-a-half trim cycle in our
historical urban areas. Because live oaks have
such sentimental value to our residents, we want to
protect them. Constant trimming can make them
susceptible to disease and damage. TGRs will help
manage the oaks and, hopefully, save these important trees," he says.
Not only do TGRs help foresters manage
troubled trees, the New-Generation technology
also results in little concern for tree injury.
Research shows that with implant technology, most
drilled holes close and compartmentalize within
one season for most tree species.
However, some still question the impact of
drilling holes in a tree. Dick Wells, TGR consultant

N

and retired system forester at PECO Energy
Company, addresses this concern.
"Trimming one 44/2 inch branch causes more
potential damage to a tree than drilling six small
holes at the base of the tree's trunk to apply
Cutless tree implants. You are exposing more
square inches of the tree to disease through trim-

Compartmentalization in an implant-treated maple.

ming one branch than through drilling for a TGR
application. If you further multiply this one branch
cut by the number of cuts necessary to trim a tree,
it becomes even more significant," Wells explains.
Researchers also have something to say about
TGRs. According to Dr. Tim Davis at Texas A&M
University Research and Extension Center, it's
important to remember that trees under powerlines are in an unhealthy situation to begin with
because of trimming. TGRs have the potential to
reduce trimming, says Davis, explaining that drastic alternatives to TGRs include tree removal or
dramatic topping.
Dr. John Sterrett, USDA-researcher, also
praises TGRs in comparison to topping. "TGRs
have allowed trees to retain their general shape.
By slowing the growth of the tree, especially
young trees, less trimming is needed thus giving
the trees a healthier, more natural appearance."
Besides the advantages TGRs offer trees above
ground, research shows there's also an advantage
underground. TGR-treated trees have an increased
root-to-shoot ratio which explains some of the visual
benefits of TGR-treated trees found in stressed conditions. According to Dr. Gary Watson of the Morton
Arboretum in Lisle, Ill., balance between the crown
and root system is important to a tree. "The root

£ci ..• ,.
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TGR-treated trees have an increased root-to-shoot ratio.

system must be able to fully support the crown in
order for a tree to remain healthy" Watson says.
During a presentation at the 70th
International Society of Arboriculture Conference,
Watson told the group of gathered arborists, "Our
research has shown that Profile 2SC tree-growth
regulator is something that can improve root
development and
tree health."
Our researc. h
Tree health isn't
has shown
the only benefit from
New-Generation
Proffle 2SC c in
TGRs according to
improve rool
Dr. Tim Davis who
developmenl
sees Cutless as a
and tree healti 1."
new and useful TGR
formulation. "This
technology is easy to introduce on a system, and it
appears promising for utilities," he adds.
Dr. William Chaney from Purdue University
agrees: "I've seen tremendous progress in application methods, formulations, dose rates, and the
understanding of tree response to treatment with
TGRs since I began research on these compounds in the early 1980s. TGRs have a bright
future as a tool for the electric utility industry in
its tree maintenance program."
TGR technology has attracted the attention of
top-researchers across the country. While it's
already known that tree-growth regulators help
trees stay out of powerlines, continuing research
can shed light on the other benefits of TGRs.
TGRs PROVIDE
ANOTHER TOOL

n this era of
Deregulation
you must he
competitive. TGRs can help. Although TGRs
don't replace trimming, they can reduce the
costs associated with labor, trimming time and
biomass disposal.
The bottom line is TGRs help manage a system better. Just ask foresters who use them.
They'll tell you this easy-to-use technology works.
Researchers and users continue to confirm it.
That's why DowElanco is committed to its
tree-growth regulator products: Profile 2SC treegrowth regulator and Cutless tree implants. By
providing TGR specialists, technical representatives, extensive TGR support materials and continued research, DowElanco is showing that it's
serious about the business of helping utilities efficiently and effectively manage their line-clearance activities.
Learn how TGRs can improve your system
by completing the attached reply card, calling
the 1-800 number listed on the last page of this
article, or by contacting your local DowElanco
representative. You'll get the answers you need
to help you make the TGR decision.

- - m-

causes a reliability problem. We expect TGRs will
hold the trees until their next trim cycle in order
to reduce these reactive expenses," he adds.
Reactive trimming. Paul Hurysz spends 15
percent of his budget on reactive costs. And
DowElanco TGR Specialist Pete Rausch knows
Houston Lighting & Power Company isn't
alone, "TGRs reduce reactive trimming
and associated costs, which can run
as high as 20 percent of a utility's
total line-clearance budget."
Slower-growing trees.
Like many utilities,
Trim/treat with a TG I
Pennsylvania Electric
• Reliable cycle is
Company
established
(Penelec) initially targeted
only its fastYEAR i
growing
urban

TGRs:
TECHNOLOGY
AT WORK

• Cycle in maintenance mode
• Cycle busters remain
controlled
• Fewer tree-related
outages
• Customer satisfaction
up from no/fewer
crew visits
Effects of regulation
subtle

• Less biomass
than untreated tree
- less trim/chip time
- lower disposal costs
- longer machinery life
- higher crew production
• Long-term cost savings
• Improved tree vigor from less trimming
• Worker safety advantages
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trees like silver
maples, willows and
sycamores. But posie results encouraged
Lility to extend TGRs
r-growing trees.
"By using them on Norway
maples, we can save on future trimming costs and extend the cycle further"
says regional forester Delbert Somerville
explaining that Norway maples on Penelec's circuits have a seven-year trim cycle with a mid-trim
during the fourth year. Since treating these slowergrowing trees with TGRs, Somerville finds that
either minimal or no trimming occurs during the
fourth year, which saves time and labor expenses.

FEWER
CREW VISITS
WITH GREATER
CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION

-

ree City USA Ea distinction
Westminster,
Md.. displays proudly. But when Baltimore Gas &
Electric (BGE) announced the need for trimming
or removal of trees near the electric lines along the
city's rights-of-way, some citizens became concerned.
Knowing the city of Westminster is on the
National Register of Historic Places, BGE understood the community's sensitivity and offered
another option - using Profile* 2SC tree-growth
regulator (TGR), in conjunction with tree trimming.
BGE - which serves 1.3-million customers in
the largely metropolitan Central Maryland region found that TGRs offer an option to property owners
unhappy with utility trimming practices. "We can
never lose sight of why trees are trimmed - to
maintain or improve upon service reliability," says
Bill Rees, supervisor of forestry management, BGE.
Service reliability is a top priority for municipal
foresters and utility foresters, especially at rural
electric cooperatives where a significant role is
played by the board of directors. Ask Tom Prather.
rights-of-way coordinator at Kay Electric
Cooperative in Oklahoma.
"Our board gets tremendous feedback from
cooperative members, and how it regulates
depends on what the people say," Prather notes.
Keeping the power on is the primary way to
ensure contented customers, however line-clearance activities also factor into the customer satisfaction equation. Trimming combined with TGRs helps
decrease the number of times crews visit a homeowner's property. Fewer crew visits means less
potential for property damage or injury to trees - a
benefit for utilities and landowners.
"In my five-and-a-half years working with
TGRs, we've been delighted with the control and
customer satisfaction," notes Sharon Ross, division
forester at The Potomac Edison Company, pointing
out the treated vs. untreated maples on her system.
"Look how the untreated tree has grown into the
powerlines. The residents won't be happy when we
need to trim their tree, but not their neighbor's
TGR-treated tree."
Focus-group research conducted by DowElanco
confirms Ross' findings: Homeowners like the fact
that TGRs reduce the amount of trimming needed
in the future. Research also supports landowner
interest in fewer property visits by crews as a result
of TGR use. But Duke Power didn't need research
to know its customers were happy with TGRs.
Lost summer Duke Power received TGR media
exposure in 17 area newspapers, including a
paragraph in USA Today and a mention on local television news. Angela Ballard, company spokesperson, relates customer response in the utility's
20,000-square mile media coverage area, "We've
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THE NEW GENERATION TGRs
PROFILE 2SC

CUTLESS TREE IMPLANTS

rofile 2SC tree-growth regulator is
DowElanco's soil-applied TGR that is easy to
use and results in little concern for physical
tree injury.
Profile 2SC contains the active ingredient
paclobutrazol. The water-based carrier in Profile
helps ensure subtle, uniform regulation.
Applicators find Profile easy to mix and quick to
apply. The soil injection and basal drench methods
also offer year-round application opportunities
something the industry appreciates
"Soil application is what we've been looking for
from day one. Everybody wanted the technology, and
now we have it," notes Dick Wells TGR consultant.
retired system forester with PECO Energy Co.

he Cutless tree implant is DowElanco's
easiest-to-use TGR that provides negligible
impact on the tree.
The advantage: Cutless requires very limited
equipment. A drill, water bottle and implant is all
you need.
Another benefit of this TGR is nearly yearround productivity for crews. With its active
ingredient - flurprimidol, Cutless can provide
subtle and uniform regulation with minimum
impact on the tree.
"Cutless is our product of choice. It's very
clean, very quick and appears to be, so far, cost
effective," says George Geissler, system forester
at Public Service of Oklahoma.

T)

owElanco is committed to the advancement
of tree-growth regulator (TGR) products. In
fact, its New-Generation TGRs are the only
ones commercially available in the utility market.
Profile* 2SC tree-growth regulator and C utless*
tree implants can increase productivity and cost
effectiveness. Each controls tree growth for two
to eight years, depending on species and other
environmental conditions.

D

PROFILE

-

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

•Trunk-applied TGR (closed system)
• Easiest to use
• Negligible impact on the tree
• Requires limited equipment
• Allows for nearly year-round application
• Subtle and uniform regulation

•Soil-applied TGR allows for two options
• Easy-to-mix and apply
• Quick applications
• Little concern for physical tree injury
• Allows for year-round application
• Subtle and uniform regulation

CUTLESS TREE IMPLANTS

PROFILE - BASAL DRENCH

SOIL INJECTION

51cr Profile 2SC with si
all injector container

T

Is label instructions and

Use a 318" brad point bit, and drill holes I deep below the
bark and spaced around tree. Apply on root flares just aboz'e
groundline.

1,',l wide around the base of
Dig a shallow trench I' -,, - 2
the tree asposing nonsubrized tissue for quicker TGR uptake
and reduced runoff.
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TSR close to tree roots to enhance product uptake.
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DowElanco
9330 Zionsville Road, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268-1054
Trademark of DowElanco Printed in USA

Squirt hole with water I. , out/p 'ii s,a;,•: . os/i and note
tire/i' to crown where it controls i'rcsecli growth.

Pour TSR to tstn,isiit'i,,,,'i.. ',si -Is/it the 'iCR is
a'si,rto 1. - ' it Ito lunch s-itt, soil.

For more information, complete the attached reply card, call

1-800-352-6776
or contact your local DowElanco representative

356-60-018 12/94BR
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STUMP CUTTERS
FOR EVERY NEED
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Powerful, labor-saving Vermeer stump cutters let you

oil M Mid 1W M I-M I

do it all with just one operator. They're tough, reliable,
easy to operate, and backed by an exclusive dealer
network for local service, parts and support.

Model 222
• )0HP(15kw)
• Cutting depth 13" (33 cm)
• Cutting width 38" (9' cm)
• Cutting height 2

(61

cm)

Model 630B
• 33 HP (25 kw)
• Cutting depth 12' (30 cm
• Cutting width 55" (140 cn
• Cutting height 20' (51 cm
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- Model 1102
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Cutung depth 2, (6'f cm)

: Cutting \\ldth 88' (224 cm)
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Vermeer Manufacturing Company
P.O. Bo
OX
x
Pella. Iowa 50219 U.S.A.
Phone: (515) 628-3141
Fax: (515) 628-7734
Toll-Free: (800) 829-0051 (U.S.A. only)
27
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BRUSH CHIPPERs FOR EVERY NEED
Complete Line of Brush Chippers

Vermeer sets the standard for safe and reliable brush chippers with longer feed tables.
And all models also include a patented auto-feed system to reduce engine stress and enhance productivity.
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Model 625

Model 935

22 HP (16 kw) Kohler Command, 20 HP (15 kw) Honda or
23.5 HP (17.5 kw) water-cooled Perkins diesel engine,
Auto-Feed 11 system. 64" (163 cm) feed table length.

Air- or water-cooled 35 HP (26 kw) Wisconsin engine, or 50
HP (37 kw) Perkins diesel engines, 68' (173 cm) feed table,

P L,
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handles material up to C)' (23 cm) in diameter.
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Model 1250

Model 1230

100 HP (75 kw) Ford, 80 HP (60 kw) Perkins or 103 HP (77
kw) Perkins turbo engine, 72" (183 cm) feed table, curb-side
feed keeps operators away from traffic.

76 HP (57 kw) Ford, 81 HP (60 kw) Perkins diesel or 102 HP
(76 kw) Perkins turbo diesel engine, Auto-Feed II system, 68.5"
(174 cm) feed table length.

" Exclusive Dealer Network

'
-
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For a copy of our full-line tree

Vermeer is the only tree

equipment brochure or for the

equipment manufacturer that

name of your local Vermeer

backs you with a specialized

.

dealer network for local
after-sale service, parts
and support.

dealer, call us toll-free at
1-800-829-0051 (U.S.A. only).
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